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ABSTRACT
COMMUNITY EDUCATION FOR INDIGENOUS RENEWABLE
ENERGY DEVELOPMENT: AN ANALYSIS OF
AN EDUCATIONAL STRATEGY
September, 1982
Robert David Kahn, B.A., Colgate University
M.Ed., University of Massachusetts
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Peter H. Wagschal
This dissertation reports on a community education project con-
ducted in Central New England during 1979 and 1980. The project
focussed on the use and development of the extant wood energy resource
base of three contiguous counties: Windham County, Vermont; Franklin
County, Massachusetts; Cheshire County, New Hampshire. In the course
of the project, staff assessed the extent of the region's forestry
resources which could be logically developed for biomass energy poten-
tial and described preferrable development and consumer end-use pat-
terns. This information was presented to various publics through a
series of educational programs.
The author describes and evaluates the efficacy of the program,
and in particular, the relative effectiveness of two divergent though
comparable educational presentations— publ ic meetings and printed
materials. The study determined that printed educational materials
are effective in educating the general public, while community meet-
ings are successful in influencing community elites. The development
and use of descriptive information on indigenous resources also proved
VI
effective in influencing the intended behavior and stated concerns of
served populations. In addition to other findings, the author deter-
mined that the earliest possible involvement of citizen representatives
is critical to the success of a community education program in matters
of environmental consequence.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Purpose of the Study
Resource-related questions are demanding public attention and
challenging policymakers in the United States as never before. Most
expert opinion concurs that the American future is one dominated by
resource scarcity; the physical abundance of the frontier is behind us
forever. Resource and environmental questions will dominate future
public policy. Questions like: Will we have enough energy to power
our technologies? Will we have enough materials to build apd supply
our industries? Will we have enough food to feed our people? These
are the most important questions facing America and the world.
^
Within the United States a local response to these themes has
recently emerged: the development of indigenous physical resources by
and primarily for the communities surrounding these resources. This
approach— in many ways an old idea— has come to the fore as one response
to resource shortages. Active citizen participation in formulating the
critical questions and responses commensurate with local physical re-
source development has appeared alongside the intensified search for
2
available resources; this is especially true in the energy field.
It is the active involvement of communities in indigenous re-
source development, specifically in regard to renewable energy, which
is the focus of this dissertation. Public education, or more appro-
1
2priatsly, community Education, is vital if rosourcE dEVElopmEnt of te-
nEwablE EnErgy tesoupces is to bE achiEVEd with thE support and partici-
pation of persons living within the locales with resource potential
without endangering environmental and social values important to these
communities.
Little is known, unfortunately, about the effectiveness of
community education on these topics. Only a very few efforts are now
underway or have been recently completed which explicitly focus on how
best to perform community energy education. If needed and presently
under-utilized energy resources are to be tapped, reliable educational
programs must be devised and employed. In addition, methods need to be
found to facilitate the interaction of policymakers with citizenry re-
garding these issues. This interaction requires information, the most
3important ingredient of empowerment. This dissertation seeks to artic-
ulate elements of an educational strategy which can be effectively
employed in community education efforts. The report and evaluation of
the one successful community education enterprise in energy development
described here will hopefully prove useful to those engaged in public
education around matters of resource and environmental consequence.
This dissertation examines forestry and wood energy through an
effort in community education which sought to enhance public understand-
ing of the salient questions involved in developing these indigenous
resources equitably and in a environmental ly-sound manner. The disser-
tation grows out of real resource issues in forestry management and
wood energy development in three central New England counties, issues
3representati ve of those facing the entire New England region and beyond.
The study is based on a year-long community education and en-
ergy research project conducted by the Regional Self-Reliance Project
of Antioch/New England Graduate School in Keene, NH. The Regional Self-
Reliance Project, which was directed by the author, focused on three
counties in the Mid-Connecticut River Val ley ;Cheshi re County, NH;
Franklin County, MA; Windham County, VT. Each of these counties face
economic and resource problems typical of most of rural New England.
Each possesses abundant forest resources while suffering from exceed-
ingly high energy costs in the residential, commercial and industrial
sectors of their economies.
This energy poor condition is contrasted by the presence of
4
over 80 percent land area in forest. The utilization of these local
forest resources for wood energy is already occurring and large in-
creases in demand are forthcoming. Whether the expanded development of
the region's wood energy resource will require sacrifice of environ-
mental quality and longer term economic benefits— both very real risks—
will be decided within the next five to ten years.
*
Some activity is now underway elsewhere in the nation to edu-
cate communities regarding the development of their renewable energy
resources. Yet educators involved in facilitating public participation
in these matters of environmental consequence appear largely unaware
of
what will successfully accomplish their objectives and be replicable
5
in other settings.
Chapter II of this disseration includes a literature review
of
4recent and/or ongoing community education programs in this field of
renewable, indigenous energy resource development. It also reviews two
studies which report on related community education efforts in matters
of environmental consequence which have previously been undertaken.
Among the literature and activities reviewed are the educational
activities of Western Massachusetts' Franklin County Energy Project,
community energy development efforts in Yolo County, California, and
the educational program of the Institute for Ecological Policies.
Definition of Terms
Several of the terms used in this dissertation warrant elabora-
tion. Among these are: "community," "community education," and "renew-
able energy.
"
The meaning of the term "community" is used here to identify
small geographical entities with which residents identify. Though
these entities usually possess jurisdictional meaning (county or city
lines, for example), they often have more profound meaning for many per-
sons. Community sometimes also relate to one's personal affiliation
(e.g. profession or faith). We choose here to emphasize the indivi-
g
dual's identification with "a sense of place," the physical environ-
ment which he or she shares with others.
"Community education" is meant to refer to explicit attempts at
communicating information to residents of a given community regarding
common interests. Our use of the term is only philosophically related
to established community education practice currently ongoing in many
5of the nation's public school districts.
In our view, the principal concern of the community educator is
to focus public attention on matters of collective concern to his or
her fellow citizens as effectively as possible and to help resolve the
issue by maximizing informed public participation. Conventional learn-
ing settings, such as classrooms are not generally chosen for these
efforts, which are usually nonformal in nature.
"Renewable energy" refers to various fuel sources derived from
solar energy—wind, hydropower, biomass, and radiant solar energies.
Under certain circumstances these resources can be tapped for their
power on a continuing— even theoretically inexhaustible basis— hence the
term "renewable."
Methodological Design and Objectives
A fundamental objective of this study is to evaluate the rela-
tive impacts of two educational presentations of an original, detailed
assessment of the indigenous forestry resources (for renewable wood
energy production) in a New England region and to draw from this evalua-
tion general izable conclusions regarding community education in connec-
tion with the development of local energy resources. The preparation
of the wood energy assessment itself along with its distillation into
two divergent, comparable educational formats, the presentation of
these to representative members of the affected community, and evalua-
tion of these presentations is covered in the dissertation.
The methodology follows a series of three steps. First is an
6extended summary of comprehensive research on the resource availability
and potential utilization of the indigenous wood energy potential of
the tri-state region (Chapter IV). This research inventories— for the
first time ever at this scale— the three elements comprising wood energy
resources: (a) the standing biomass which is unattractive to wood in-
dustry markets and therefore an appropriate fuel; (b) timber industry
residues such as milling wastes and slash left behind in logging opera-
tions; (c) growth factors affecting the volumes of the previously cited
resource components. This research not only describes the wood re-
sources in the region considered, in an interpretative departure, it
describes these resources as renewable only under the most carefully
circumscribed conditions.
The second stage of the methodology entails the distillation
of the research prior to its public presentation (Chapter V). The
determination of not only how a presentation is to be designed, but
what is to be presented to the community is critical to the success of
education programs. The distillation allowed for a manageable presenta-
tion of the assessment research to wood burners and landowners in the
tri -state region. This summation of the Regional Self-Reliance Pro-
ject's assessment research was designed to highlight key points suffi-
cient to affect public perception of the region's wood energy resources
and therefore affect present and future utilization of it.
Third, the dissertation reports the author's findings on the
impact of the public presentations based on the assessment (Chapters
VI and VIII). The findings result from two distinct, though comparable
formats to two distinct, though comparable audiences. An illustrated
7pdinphlst wds S6nt to a randomly-solectod audienco of wood Energy users
and an illustrated lecture was delivered to a self-selected audience of
same. Combined, these two audiences numbered 72 individuals.
In this final step of the research methodology the author eval-
uates the respective impacts these presentations had on the audiences
involved. Both audiences, the public meeting group attending the lec-
ture and recipients of the pamphlet, were surveyed before and after
the author's intervention to determine: relevance of information pre-
sented, whether the information was understandable, and finally whether
it had a measurable impact in affecting participants' beliefs and in-
tended behaviors regarding the use of wood fuels. The design of the
survey instrument (Appendix I) was made with the following purposes in
mind
:
(1) To gather baseline descriptive data on the present uses of
wood by residents of the tri-state region, as well as general energy
conservation measures they have undertaken.
(2) To evaluate the impact of information presented to indivi-
duals relying on wood heat, and/or forestland owners on the more effi-
cient use of wood energy, and on the need to plan for the future manage-
ment of the region's forestry resources.
(3) To compare the efficacy of the divergent through
comparable
presentations of the information used: printed materials (a comic book)
versus public forum in which information was presented verbally
with
supporting illustrations.
The author anticipated that the relative efficacy of the
two
8educational formats would vary considerably. He hypothesized that the
public meeting presentation would prove more effective in altering par-
ticipants' intended behavior regarding their use of wood fuel, and their
beliefs regarding development of the region's wood resource as a whole
than would the comic book. This hypothesis was not substantiated by
test results: both formats proved effective with both— albeit very dif-
ferent— audi ences
.
Limitations of Study
The focus of this dissertation is on community energy education
wherefn U.S. communities consider the development of their indigenous
energy resources. The dissertation examines a case study of a commun-
ity education effort conducted by Antioch New England Graduate School
in three New England counties during 1979 and 1980. The lessons of
this program are described below.
The dissertation does not relate to situations where the devel-
opment of indigenous resources are under serious contention (e.g.,
western states' "Sagebrush Rebellion") and/or where extensive exporta-
tion of the indigenous resource potential is contemplated. Also exclu-
ded from consideration are land use issues such as controversial high-
way construction projects.
The survey methodology used in this dissertation was contem-
porary in nature. Respondents were asked to state their intended be-
haviors as affected by the informational interventions. Inquiry into
actual behavior— level and method of wood energy consumption— was not
9conducted.
The survey sample as outlined above was broken into two parts:
a self-selecting group (participants in public lecture) and a randomly
selected group (chosen as a percentage of households using wood for
space heating in Cheshire County).
The information base used in the fuel wood assessment of the
tri -state region upon which the community education project described
in the dissertation was based, relied largely on data provided by the
U.S. Forest Service. This was the best available data for the affected
region available at the time.
This closely follows the realities of community education pro-
grams both around matters of environmental consequence and other topical
areas. Participants in these activities are usually self-selecting.
The "real world" nature of this dissertation, based as it is on
actual problems and educational activity, rather than contrived circum-
stances, complicates research while simultaneously contributing to its
importance.
CHAPTER II
LITERATURE SURVEY; COMMUNITY EDUCATION IN MATTERS
OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCE
Community education is an approach to education which emphasizes
community needs and public participation in educational programming.
It has gained many adherents in recent years and serves as a foundation
to this dissertation just as it informed the work of the Regional Self-
Reliance Project, on which the dissertation is based.
Antioch New England Graduate School's Regional Self-Reliance
Project concerned itself with community education in matters of environ-
mental consequence: namely indigenous energy resource development with
commensurate impacts on environmental quality. It sought to focus
attention on the future of wood energy in the tri -state region of cen-
tral New England. This dissertation reports on how Antioch sought, and
to what extent it succeeded, to educate citizens in the tri -county
region on issues warranting both their individual and collective atten-
tion.
As a concept, community education is still evolving and is rela-
tively amorphus. It is broadly defined by educational theoreticians
and narrowly defined in hundreds of community education programs now
underway around the nation. There is an internal tension within the
field between the practitioners and philosophers of this "movement."^
The concept's appeal to this author and the source of its
attraction for the Regional Self-Reliance Project was the implicit
10
nemphasis on community learning accepted by both theoreticians and prac-
titioners. Whatever their orientation, community educators seem to
share this starting point articulated by Jack Minzey a leading spokes-
man for community education:
Men live in a community in virtue of the things which they have
in common; and communication is the way in which they come to
possess things in common. What they must have in order to form
a community or society are aims, beliefs, aspirations, knowledge
— a common understanding — likemindedness as the sociologists
say. 8
Antioch's program of community education has little in common
with community education practi oners who work out of conventional for-
mal school settings and perceive "community" in terms of the most-suc-
cessful expansion of individual capacities for such values as: "...self-
worth, pursuing self-fulfillment, interacting with others effectively,
being healthy, interacting with the physical environment effectively,
9
securing adequate living conditions and so forth."
The Antioch program interpreted key underlying values of com-
munity education — community development and participation^^ — from the
standpoint of material concerns, specifically issues of environmental
consequences. The present and future use of the tri-state region's most
valuable indigenous physical resource, its forests and their use as bio-
mass fuel, was the focus of the Project's educational efforts.
The difference in emphasis, mainstream community education's
principal concern with broadening individuals' abilities as contrasted
with efforts to focus public concern on matters shared import may be
just that — a difference in emphasis. Certainly theoreticians of com-
munity education provide a wide-enough umbrella to encompass both.
12
The most important aspect of community education is not program
but process. It is the relationship between these terms which
IS fundamental to the concept of community education. The ulti-
mate goal of community education is to learn to work together
to Identify [local] problems and seek out solutions to these
problems. It is through this process that an on-going procedure
is established for working together on all community issues...
^
This study and the Antioch program — a public service effort of
an institution of higher education guided by a board of community repre-
sentatives — can be considered under the rubric of community education.
The Antioch program's emphasis on matters of environmental consequence
reported here, links it to earlier practitioners of community education
who similarly sought to focus community interest and participation onto
shared environmental concerns. Though the literature documenting these
efforts is somewhat limited, two representative studies are reviewed
here along with several efforts in community energy education more
directly linked to the research reported in this dissertation.
Community Education and Environmental Concerns
A major contribution to research on community perception and
response to environmental concerns was completed by James Mitchell of
Rutgers University in the early 1970s. Mitchell identified patterns
of social interactions in five Atlantic Seaboard communities faced with
the gradual erosion of coastal properties. He polled property owners,
local governments, officials and area residents to assess their response
to the ocean's encroachment of beachfront property highly valued for
12
aesthetic and recreational qualities.
Mitchell's study, while based in geography and natural hazard
13
research, is of interest to community educators concerned with matters
of environmental consequence. The circumstances of an "uncertain
physical environment,"^^ pose unique challenges to residents and civic
leaders residing in these communities. Despite the obvious nature of
encroaching erosion, Mitchell reported on a variety of community re-
sponses to this problem.
At the extremes Mitchell found Saco, Maine and Westhampton
Beach, New York. In the former, community response to its natural dan-
ger was polarized. Local and state officials empowered to address the
problem failed to react satisfactorily and the residents (many of them
blue-collar workers) most directly afflicted by the erosion formed an
ad hoc advocacy organization to pressure for government action. In
Westhampton, meanwhile, the class advantages and local power enjoyed by
affected property owners paid off in comparatively rapid local consen-
sus on how to attack the forces of erosion. Referring to property
owners hurt directly by coastal erosion as "resource managers," Mitchell
writes
:
The Saco Beach Betterment Association is predominately an organ-
ization of blue-collar workers and local traders with a leaven-
ing of retired couples. In contrast, the resource manager popu-
lation of Westhampton Beach is uniformly drawn from upper-middle
income groups. Stockbrokers, officers of national corporations,
owners of local beach clubs, lawyers, architects, writers, ad-
vertising executives and people in related occupations compro-
mise a majority of the population. Since a majority of West-
hampton's managers possess skills in business organizations or
publicizing opinions and ideas, and have also developed networks
of influential contacts, the task of mobilizing public support
for erosion control creates few problems for them.
Saco residents had to organize and fight for government redress
outside established channels. Their community's response was essen-
14
tially reactive. In Westhampton Beach, affected residents anticipated
the impacts of the erosion threat and used their influence and communi-
cation skills to gain assistance in combating the erosion threat to
their property.
Mitchell found high correlations between anticipation of danger
and the adoption of adjustments to the environmental threat. This
anticipation came in communities where there was better understanding
of the environmental threat and (perhaps more importantly) where famili-
arity with the resources of response and how to activate them was evi-
dent.
The Mitchell study should interest community educators as much
for what it fails to say as for what it tells us. Mitchell fails to
report on any effective efforts to educate afflicted communities on
erosion risks and methods to reply to them. Mitchell found the status
quo to be for highly educated and politically potent communities to
benefit from their advantages and to receive prompt government action,
while less environmentally astute or politically influencial communi-
ties remain polarized and slower to mobilize an effective response.
The task for the community educator would obviously been far
more difficult were he or she at work in Saco as opposed to Westhamp-
ton. In fact, there probably would be little need for a person to be
on hand to alert, educate and help organize a community such as West-
hampton. Furthermore, and far more troubling, however successful a
community education might be in Saco, the community's lack of leverage
with responsible officialdom would leave much to be desired. In other
15
words even if the two communities Mitchell studied were equally well
informed— their ability to achieve desired results would be far dif-
ferent.
A similar study in community education and response to matters
of environmental consequence was the Susquehanna Communication-Partici-
pation study conducted in 1971.^^ The researchers in this project
demonstrated the limitations of bureaucratically executed educational
programs. They reported what most community educators accept as a
given: it is not enough to simply offer community education programs
in matters of environmental concern; to be effective these programs
must be wel 1 -conceived and developed in close cooperation with the
affected communities.
The six-month Susquehanna study sought to identify effective
communications techniques between planners and the public during the
process of water resource management planning. In a ten-county region
in south central New York State and north central Pennsylvania, a team
of planners solicited public comment on a detailed flood-pollution-
erosion control plan developed for the Susquehanna River Basin by state
authorities and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
The researchers concluded that a substantive gap existed between
the public goals and concerns and those of the planning professionals.
They found that the water resource planning professionals invited public
participation far too late in the process, and that education was lim-
ited to "opinion-leaders." The researchers did measure improvements in
the level of awareness as a result of information efforts initiated by
16
the planning team, although the program's impact paled beside experi-
ential events.
The researchers presented two revealing conclusions. First;
... values and preferences should be considered as much a part
of formulating the criteria for identifying planning alterna-
tives as they are a means for evaluating the various alterna-
tives once they are formulated. This is particularly impor-
tant since technical planners understandably tend to select and
evaluate plan alternatives and strategies that are specifically
authorized as 'mission' responsibilities of their parent agency
or that are especially 'in vogue' with their peer group in the
planning profession. Frequently these are not in agreement with
the ideas, values, and preferences of those who are to be di-
rectly affected by the plans.
And second:
Improved means of communication and citizen participation have
become highly sought but seldom accomplished objectives of
planning programs. Perplexing as it may be to planners, the
pressures for better participatory mechanisms are not likely
to subside. There are no clear, simple, and efficient means
to accomplish these objectives. The first requirements are
to design and test some means which offer promise for improv-
ing the interchange of ideas ... regarding goals, solution
criteria, and program concepts for planning which will be sen-
sitive to environmental quality factors.
The Susquehanna Study and Mitchell's research provide a context
with which to evaluate educational efforts more closely related to the
present study: efforts in community energy education. The studies
discussed above reflect both a need and a necessary style of execution
required of successful community educators.
In reading these studies a central premise of community educa-
tion reaches through and demonstrates operational as well as philosoph-
ical revel ance: community education takes place among citizens who
are capable of political action and can constructively determine their
own future. Community education cannot succeed when it defines its
17
audience as powerless non-actors who are limited to reacting to outside
forces
.
Community Energy Education
The energy crisis has sparked scores upon scores of public
information campaigns since the 1973 Oil Boycott. These campaigns are
educational insofar as they seek to inform and to encourage behavioral
changes (chiefly energy conservation). The campaigns have had varied
sponsorships including all manner of governments, corporations, utili-
ties, and non-profit organizations on the national, state, and local
levels. Some of these energy campaigns have enjoyed considerable suc-
cess while others have proven failures.
In a 1981 study, energy consultant Francis Koster found that
those public service announcement advertisements which work effectively
(based on data collected by public service announcement sponsors) always
encourage the listening public to actually do something. In one case
in Massachusetts, when the electric utility offered free showerhead
flow restrictors (which are designed to decrease hot water use) an out-
standing 50 percent of the service area customers requested the
item.^^ The free offer encouraged action to be sure, but the high
rate of response suggests that the public genuinely perceived a
need for the product.
Public energy education campaigns have taken a variety of
forms. Sponsors have hosted countless fairs, conferences, workshops,
media campaigns, publications, door-to-door services (such as the
fed-
18
eral ly-mandated Residental Conservation Service), school programs, and
so on. There seems to be no end to the diversity of energy education
program topics and formats conducted throughout the nation in the last
eight years.
It is therefore surprising to find that comparatively so little
effort has been put into community energy education programs. Certainly
individual communities have been targeted and barraged with educational
programs, but the use of energy on the community scale — the collective
effort of community members to alter their consumption, production, and
distribution patterns — has been largely (or at least comparatively)
overlooked. Instead, typical programs emphasize personal action for
personal benefit or broad national purpose with patriotic overtones.
Whether altruistically or pecuniarialy oriented, these programs encour-
age individual efforts. People are told to drive slower and more effi-
ciently, to lower their thermostats, to install solar water heaters be-
cause they will save money and help out with the national shortage of
energy.
The usual energy education strategy has followed a "consumer
model" of information flow typical of broadcasting and advertising — a
one way presentation of information/exhortation going out from central
(and presumably expert) sources to dispersed consumers. For a variety
of reasons, some people began to recognize the limits of this approach,
tire of it, and develop alternative models of energy education.
The heart of the alternative energy education models focused on
the community level, and especially those oriented toward indigenous
19
renewable energy development, is their orientation toward a more parti-
cipatory form of education. Rather than perceiving the public as con-
sumers they approach them as citizens, capable of not only participa-
ting in the educational process, but of affecting collective change
as a result of it. This "citizenship model" is based on traditional
American values of citizenship and local, democratic decisionmaking.
We will review several of these efforts in our attempt to survey the
relevant literature in the field.
Institute for Ecological Policies
One of the most visible efforts in community energy education
is the work of the Institute for Ecological Policies (lEP). This Wash-
ington, DC based group has, for the last several years, sought to in-
spire and assist locally oriented energy projects. lEP's emphasis
has been on developing a "grassroots" movement to solve the energy
crisi s
.
The Institute has explicit goals. Its director Jim Benson
believes that a national "bottom up" approach will identify failings
of current domestic energy policy (e.g., support of nuclear power
development) and substantiate the efficacy of the "soft path" — sol-
ving the energy crisis through active conservation in multiple eco-
nomic sectors, and wholesale promulgation of environmentally-safe,
naturally-occurring, and dispersed renewable power sources.
20
In 1979, the Center published the County Energy Plan Guidebook :
Creating a Renewable Energy Future
. The Guidebook is essentially a
manual which if followed, can lead to statistical approximations of
energy patterns in a locally-defined area. The manual resembles a
cross between an algebra and geography workbook text.
Since its publication, small, highly motivated groups through-
out the nation have organized to use Benson's book and gather quanti-
tative information as a prerequisite to proposing energy plans for their
local communities.
Benson designed his guidebook as he has because he has a firm
belief in the "respectability" of data. The tedious, hardwork entailed
in collecting statistics on how many kilowatts of electricity are used
in say, Des Moines, for clothes laundrying is justified, because;
This is the type of analysis that causes Chambers of Commerce
to sit up and take notice. It is the type of information that
can start elected officials worrying about their own jobs,
unless they do something constructive. It also means the crea-
tion of a large public constituency (and a large potential
market) for conservation and renewables.
The cummulative effect of all this data collection is that the
community energy activists usually end up with the best available infor-
mation to describe the energy crisis' effect on their local area. So
empowered, the group can take this data and move on to develop an
energy plan for the community. They can identify, for example, ways
municipal government can reduce energy use in its own operations, the
benefits to local industry of switching to alternatives such as cogen-
eration, biomass feedstocks, and so on.
The Benson-inspired groups boil down their data to stark
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economic statistics with obvious, and often devastating local implica-
tions; a level that people can readily identify with. In Springfield,
Illinois, a university-affiliated group working with the Guidebook
determined that:
The total energy bill for the city, in 1977, was found to be
slightly over $100 million. Projections by the study group
indicate that the average cost of energy will increase from
the present $5.00 to $23.00 per million BTU by the year 2000,
using conservative assumptions. It also estimated that approx-
imately 85 percent of all money paid for energy in Springfield
immediately leaves the local economy, on its way to energy
suppliers. In 1977, it was estimated that the local economy
was losing $86 million in energy payments. By the year 2000,
this drain will explode to over $600 million. ^2
The Springfield data did arrest the attention of the towns-
people, and made" it possible for the Sangomon State University team
to broaden its political base, and involve representatives of the com-
munity in developing an energy plan to address high energy costs and
the flow of capital out of Springfield's economy.
Springfield's success with the Benson model can be contrasted
with numerous groups who have relied on the Gui debook only to find its
requirements too sophisticated, complex, and tedious for their avail-
able talent or patience. While the groups may accept the premise that
information can buy respectability, and even power, they can't follow
through with the effort. The Monadnock Energy Project, and a neighbor-
ing group in Southeastern Vermont, P.O.W.E.R. (both located in the tri-
state region), failed to complete the Guidebook survey and abandoned
the effort, pressing on with their basic interest in community energy
education through other means. These groups needed a professionally
trained engineer (or someone else conversant with statistics) to assist
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them.
Sales of the Benson Guidebook peaked soon after publication,
and the Institute chose to produce a much more manageable, simplified
version in 1980. This new book is entitled: Energy and Power in Your
Community: How to Analyze Where It Comes From, How Much It Costs and
and Who Controls It .
Part of the difficulty with the Benson program is that while
it conveys a great deal of useful, procedural information that makes
a "hands on" particpation in energy research and planning possible, it
fails to adequately anticipate the real abilities of its users; even
college educated people have difficulty using it. But the Benson
effort is less than successful not for what the Guidebook says but for
what it fails to say: Benson spends precious little space preparing
energy activists for the critical public presentation of their findings
and the time consuming effort of public education and constituency
building that a successful energy education effort demands. The fail-
ure to relate this vital link in the educational process sets up the
Benson experiment as essentially naive.
Franklin County, Massachusetts
One county energy education and planning process with a record
of success can be found in Franklin County, MA (also part of the tri-
state region). Franklin County has won national acclaim for the
efforts enacted there to promote energy conservation and
adoption of
renewable energy technologies.
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The origins of the Franklin County experience in energy plan-
ning and education can be traced back to a relatively small group of
community activists who mobilized awareness in the Pioneer Valley of
the risks of the Northeast Utilities' proposed new nuclear power sta-
tion at Montague. Opponents to nuclear power in Franklin County were
visible, highly determined, and well informed, but limited to student
radicals and other newcomers to the area.
The nuclear issue in Franklin County was, for many people, the
starting place for an intensive self-education effort on the entire
energy topic. The activists opposed to the Montague plant began to
study and eventually to advocate use of solar energy and other renew-
ables which, they argued, if adopted, would make the'"nuclear option"
unnecessary. This shift in emphasis (from direct opposition to nuclear
power to substituting alternatives for it) took several years to coa-
lesce, but eventually resulted in two related though independent pro-
jects.
In 1976, the County hired a full-time energy coordinator and
the University of Massachusetts initiated a DOE-funded study of Frank-
ling County's energy situation. Over the course of the next five years,
both these initiatives contributed to the "mainstreaming" of the energy
topic in the county; what had been a leftist cause slowly became (with
rising energy prices the most tangible determining factor) a broadly-
perceived problem.
Also around this time, the county government established a
forum to address the energy topic locally with the incorporation
of a
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County Energy Task Force. By the time the UMass study was ready for
release in 1979, Franklin County had 23 town energy committees each of
which sent representatives to the Task Force. The town committees were
active locally as well; they conducted energy audits of town-owned
buildings and insulated them when necessary. They organized town
energy fairs, car pools, taught classes, and cajoled neighbors into be-
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coming involved.
In 1979, the County adopted an "Energy Goals and Policy Docu-
ment," which was drafted by the Coordinator and Task Force members, and
accepted by the County government. The goals statement was the first
of its kind in New England and has been lauded throughout the nation.
The document sets ambitious goals for energy conservation and renewable
energy development in the county, and demures nuclear power expansion
in Franklin County.
The release of the UMass study in early 1979 lent further impe-
tus to the town committees' work while providing substantiation for the
County's Goals Document. The UMass study showed how the county, which
exports more energy than it presently consumes, could develop addi-
tional renewable resources such as wind, solar, and wood to achieve a
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felt measure of energy self-reliance and reduced energy prices.
The efforts in Franklin County has involved scores of persons
over the course of years of sustained effort, and the initial identifi-
cation of the effort with the Left has subsided.
The Franklin Energy Project, Inc. took over the lead in 1980
from the Task Force in public outreach. The Project is a direct out-
growth of the UMass study effort and has acted as the leading exponent
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and communicator of the UMass Study's results. As of January 1981,
the Project was running tours of renewable energy installations, loan-
ing anemometers to people in the county who were interested in assess-
ing wind energy potential on their property, operating a wood stove
safety program, along with other activities. Four our purposes, the
Project's public education efforts are the most relevant.
During late 1979 and 1980, the Project conducted six regional
meetings to inform people of their activities and the findings of the
UMass study. The workshops typically ran two to three hours in dura-
tion, featured a number of speakers, and a specially produced slide
show. The slide show helped illustrate the lecture of the Project's
chief spokesman, Mark Cherniack. A variety of information was graphic-
ally displayed, but among the most creative was a series of drawings
of local buildings as they would look with solar systems and passive
solar retrofits. These illustrations helped people visualize what a
familiar building in their hometowns would look like when converted to
solar. (This technique is frequently used by professional planners in
their public presentations).
The Franklin County Energy Project's "town meetings" were well
attended and well received. Local media (cable TV and the county news-
paper) reported on the events. Attendees were encouraged to join with
the Project's other efforts and advised of the presence of their own
town's energy committee and the County Task Force.
Franklin County's experience in community energy education has
much to offer educators interested in devising programs of their own.
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In 1981, the County's own efforts along with those of the Franklin
County Energy Project has reached many persons and helped to focus
attention on how the county's citizens could retain dollars within
their communities by developing renewable resources which would remain
under local control
.
In reviewing the Franklin County experience, several lessons
for community education can be identified. Neither the Task Force or
the Project ever prepared printed materials for countywide distribution
outlining the UMass Study's findings in clear language. The many pre-
sentations always lacked follow-up and tended to attract the "already
convinced." Neither the Project or the Task Force successfully capi-
talized on their acceptance by the community to organize sustained
action efforts such as fuelwood cooperatives, insulation buying clubs,
and other cooperative ventures. The newspaper was not courted for reg-
ular reports or for an energy-saver column. Any or all of these
efforts could (and as of this writing may yet) be brought about. But
because of the lack of broad follow-through, the action in the county
has shifted back to personal decisionmaking and away from concrete
community-wide action.
Another oversight in the Franklin County efforts so far has
been the lack of either formative or conclusive evaluations. Neither
the Task Force or Project have called in outside evaluators to assess
the progress of their efforts and offer recommendations for improvement.
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Davis and Yo1o County, California
Across the country in Yolo County, California, a great deal of
community energy education activity is currently underway. In fact,
Yolo County has been compared to Franklin County by a number of obser-
vers for the similar intensity of interest in energy conservation and
25indigenous renewable energy resource development.
The center of most of Yolo County's energy work is Davis, a
city of 30,000 and site of the University of California's land grant
college campus. In Davis is Village Homes, a nationally acclaimed
solar housing development. The City has a variety of energy-oriented
ordinances including solar access, retrofit insulation requirements
(enforceable upon sale of a home), mandatory passive solar features
and energy analysis for all new residential construction, and a full-
time professional energy coordinator.
Yolo County as a whole, meanwhile, has adopted a county-wide
energy goals statement as part of its General Plan, similar in tone and
content to Franklin County's. The County has conducted research pro-
jects and feasibility studies in connection with energy conservation
and renewable energy development including an examination of the cost-
effectiveness of converting the County's vehicular fleet to locally-
produced alcohol (the county is largely an agricultural area).
In Davis, the city's most ambitious energy education effort
has been its "Prime Time" peak electricity conservation program.
Prime
Time is run in conjunction with Pacific Gas and Electric Company
(PG&E), Northern California's gas and electric utility.
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PG&E selected Davis as a test site for an experimental program
designed to encourage reduced electrical energy use between 12 noon and
6 pm, the period of peak summer demand in a climate where 100°F temper-
atures are not uncommon. Reduced energy consumption during this period
is worth so much to PG&E (in avoided purchases of excess power from
other utilities and new power plant construction) that it offered Davis
$10,000 for every percent reduction it can achieve up to 10 percent.
As of this writing, the program is concluding its second year.
Last summer (1980) Davis residents cut back on their use of
summertime electricity by a full 10 percent over the year before. The
1981 savings are reported at an additional 9-10 percent. In both years,
Davis achieved levels far beyond anyone's expectations and much better
results than the two other cities participating in the experimental
PG&E program. The City of Davis received $100,000 from PG&E in 1980
and again in 1981
.
The Prime Time program has been effective because it is a
highly visible, community effort. The program is a direct person-to-
person campaign with scores of volunteers working the streets talking
to city residents and offering suggestions on ways to cut back on
electrical use without surrendering much convenience or comfort. The
program offers concrete rewards — reduced utility bills coupled with
a cash supplement to the City treasury.
The educational programs Prime Time has run have been sophis-
ticated. In 1981, the program hosted a weekend-long "Shading and
Insulation Faire" at the city's Central Park. Workshop instructors
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taught homeowners in simple, inexpensive summertime retrofits to reduce
air conditioning loads. The daily newspaper published updates on Prime
Time's progress on a weekly basis, a series of energy saving tips in a
regular column, and once a year devoted an entire supplement to energy
conservation and renewable energy.
The success of the Prime Time program has not been shared at
the county level. Yolo County's efforts to set enforceable conserva-
tion standards in the agricultural industry, adopt a residential retro-
fit ordinance, or even to allocate funds for a full-time energy coordi-
nation have been stymied. Since passage of its energy element in the
General Plan, Yolo County has not been able to move onto more initia-
tives.
Yolo County completed a detailed assessment of energy consump-
tion, distribution, and production patterns in the county. This pro-
fessionally-completed community energy research project was mailed to
every Yolo County resident. Unfortunately, while it accurately summar-
ized the study's results, it was poorly written, terribly designed, and
came unannounced. The report was mostly overlooked; it failed either
to spark widespread interest or much debate.
The County has failed to advance on the energy front for essen-
tially two reasons: 1) it has been poorly attuned to community inter-
est in energy, lacking an outreach effort to interest, educate, or
solicit public involvement, and 2) it has underestimated opposition to
perceived government intrusion by agricultural interests and other
county residents, whatever the topic.
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In both Davis and Yolo County, the impetus behind community
energy education has been a small collection of activists. Their suc-
cess so far has come due to an increasing adoption of their views by
the "mainstream" public which is also reflected by the fact that sev-
eral of their own have been elected to public office in Davis and Yolo
County.
Davis' success has come from following the citizen model of
grassroots participation and ongoing community education. The Prime
Time program is now identified with local "community spirit" and has
(therefore) become the cause of nearly all elements of the city's pop-
ulation. Yolo County has so far failed to duplicate this success be-
cause it has not been able to broaden the base for the proposed initia-
tives.
* *
Community education in energy and local renewable energy devel-
opment has emerged in the last two to three years. The shift in empha-
sis in these programs from the consumer to citizenship model is evident
although with mixed success. Franklin County, Massachusetts and Davis,
California probably enjoy the best known and best success in the United
States as of this writing.
Unfortunately, few evaluative efforts have been undertaken to
determine what educational programming works and why. The Institute
for Ecological Policies failed to adequately pre-test its materials
before distributing them in order to assure the broadest possible use
of the Guidebook. The Franklin County Energy Project failed to distill
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its findings for wide dissemination while Yolo County government
officials did likewise and lost their opportunity to build a widely-
based constituency for adopting the County's Energy Plan.
In the case of renewable energy development, the public remains
skeptical and confused. Energy conservation has had its successes, but
these have taken place largely on an individual basis and essentially
in response to rising energy costs, not successful anticipatory-orien-
ted education. The projects reviewed above have had modest successes
although in each case, a greater emphasis on educational practice would
have enhanced their effectiveness.
It is fair to conclude that in each of these programs, some
measure of public interest in the energy topic was aroused. Awareness
has been sufficiently raised to the point where people are prepared
for more information and are probably more willing to take collective
action if so encouraged. Research into what constitutes effective
energy education is clearly required.
CHAPTER III
THE REGIONAL SELF-RELIANCE PROJECT
Program Origins
The Regional Self-Reliance Project was initiated by and conduc-
ted under the aegis of Antioch/New England Graduate School. The time
period treated in this dissertation corresponds to the first year of
the Regional Self-Reliance Project which is an ongoing program of
Antioch/New England. The period reviewed in this dissertation is Sep-
tember 1979 through October 1980.
The work of the Regional Self-Reliance Project was designed to
serve a three county region of Central New England. The region is de-
fined chiefly by ecological features, most prominent of which is the
Connecticut River. All the counties involved in the project— Franklin
(MA), Windham (VT), and Cheshire (NH)— lie within the Connecticut River
watershed.
The Regional Self-Reliance Project was funded by the National
Science Foundation and guided by a group of community leaders, repre-
senting different interests and locales, convened as a "Community
Steering Committee."
The overall goal of the Regional Self-Reliance Project was to
provide sound scientific and technical information to assist local citi-
zens constructively develop physical resources indigenous to the three
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involved counties. The Staff and Steering Committee jointly determined
that the Project's first year work agenda would focus on forestry re-
sources and wood energy— their development and management for desired
ecological and economic impacts. The context of the Project's approach
to the wood energy topic was summarized in a Project document as
follows
;
Energy and food costs are rising, and New Englanders, who already
pay the highest prices nationally for these basic commodities,
need alternatives to a continued dependence at the end of the
nation's resource pipelines. The most attractive of these alter-
natives is enhanced self-reliance, the careful management of
indigenous resources by and for the people who live nearest to
these resources.
The environmental movement of the last decade taught us the im-
portance of respecting natural processes, while the energy crisis
is teaching us how important it is to employ efficient means when
using energy. These lessons will be tested as we turn to an
abundant natural resource—our forests— in response to the energy
dilemma.
Wood energy has kept New Englanders warm as fossil fuels have
exploded in price. The delay in commercialization of radiant
solar systems, doubts about nuclear power and environmental
complaints against coal, assure wood a central place in our pre-
sent and future energy prcture. But at what cost? Will wood
energy demand justify abuse of our forestlands? Will it disrupt
wildlife habitat, destroy our scenery and advance erosion? Will
there even ^ enough wood to burn? Will wood energy use disrupt
our sawtimber markets or miraculously enhance them? Can we
really rely on wood? For how long?^'
The Regional Self-Reliance Project was funded ($45,000) by the
Science for Citizens Program of the National Science Foundation.
Science for Citizens was created in the late 1960s, largely through
the efforts of Senator Ted Kennedy, as a public service, applied sci-
ence outreach program of the National Science Foundation. Its goal was
to help disseminate scientific expertise in order to assist communities
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solve pressing problems. Science for Citizens supported faculty on
sabbaticals working as science advisors to nonprofit organizations
hosting workshops, conferences, or seminars on topics with a science
or technology orientation; and in its last two years, established pub-
lic service science centers where relevant scientific and technical
information and expertise was shared with community organizations try-
ing to deal with public policy issues.
The original proposal for the Regional Self-Reliance Project
was submitted to the National Science Foundation in Spring 1979. The
proposal, formally identified as "Planning a Tri-State Indigenous
Resource Policy Assistance Center," grew out of extended discussions
with the author, colleague Cathy Horvitz, Antioch faculty, and Antioch's
Dean Lewis Feldstein. The proposal itself included numerous letters
of support from tri -state regional community leaders.
One of the most difficult aspects of the program was defining
the area which would be served. Antioch chose the tri-state region
for a number of reasons, including:
(1) The tri-state region was understandable in ecological
terms and Antioch wanted the project to be pursued with
an emphasis on ecologically-oriented planning.
(2) The three county economies of the tri-state region,
while generally unrecognized, function cohesively,
especially in the case of the counties; three
largest towns.
(3) Defining the "tri-state region" was a complete depar-
ture offering numerous opportunities to compare and
contrast the resource policies of three affected states.
Moreover, the chosen demarcation attracted attention
and stimulated discussion; no small aid to a new pro-
gram.
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As soon as the National Science Foundation approved the pro-
posal, Antioch promptly started up the project by hiring staff. The
director, the author of this dissertation, was hired first and he, in
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turn, assembled a staff. One of the director's first tasks was to
invite expressed supporters of the Project to serve on its Steering
Committee. The final composition of this policy-setting group was
determined within the first month of the Project. The members of the
committee were:
TABLE 1
MEMBERS OF THE REGIONAL SELF-RELIANCE PROJECT
COMMUNITY STEERING COMMITTEE
Cheshire County, New Hampshire
A. Richard Chase, Executive Vice President
Greater Keene Chamber of Commerce
Keene
J. Eugene Felch IV, President
Cheshire National Bank
Keene
Tad Lacey, Forestor and Surveyor
John Calhoun, Jr.
Keene
Catherine Larson, Executive Director
Southwestern New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission
Keene
William Marcello, Executive _Di rector
Southwestern Community Services
Keene
Richard Peloquin, Mayor
Keene
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TABLE 1 (continued)
Barrett Ripley, Vice President
Technical Director
Troy Mills
,
Inc.
Troy
Franklin County, Massachusetts
Richard Caliesewski, Selectman
Deerfield
Nancy Mitiguy, Assistant Director
Franklin County Community Action Commission
Greenfield
Jake Plante, Coordinator
Franklin County Energy Task Force
Greenfield
Richard Floyd, State Coordinator
Community Resource Development
Massachusetts Co-operative Extensive
Amherst
Windham County, Vermont
Nancy Chard, Director
Southeast Regional -Community College of Vermont
Brattleboro
Gerald, James, Businessman and Environmentalist
Brattleboro
Bill Kemsley, Sr., Consultant in Education, Training and
Community Organization
Bellows Falls
Susan Sively, Director
Community Action
Brattleboro
William H. Schmidt, Executive Director
Windham Regional Planning and Development Commission
Verne Switzer, State Legislator and President, Windham
County Labor Council
Brattleboro
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The novelty of the regional definition of the project did gen-
erate questions, but far less than night have been anticipated. For
its part, the Steering Committee instantly recognized the logic and
imagination of the unique demarcation. There was (and is) considerable
justification for the geographical orientation of the Regional Self-
Reliance Project, principally in the shared ecological and economic
definition of the three counties.
The economic development of the tri-state region is character-
ized by several major trends: a sharp reduction in agricultural
activity; diversification and maintenance of the manufacturing sector;
significant growth in recreation and tourism and surprising growth in
the service sector.
Employment levels in the manufacturing sector have changed
marginally since 1970. Windham County is the only county which gained
in this sector (by 9 percent). Cheshire and Franklin County manufac-
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turing sectors declined by 3 percent respectively.
Socially, among the most influential feature affecting life in
the region is inmigration— the movement of people across state or
local boundaries. This is expected to continue to dominate the re-
gion's population growth patterns. The Vermont State Planning Office,
for example, estimates that for Windham County, 45 percent of popula-
tion growth over the next twenty years will be traceable to immigration.
Furthermore, the State predicts that most of this growth will be clus-
tered in and around Brattleboro. Growth patterns in Cheshire and
! Franklin counties will likely be similar. Overall population
growth
I
1
I
I
I
I
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on
IS expected to grow by some 20 percent.
Finally, the tri-state region is economically linked by active
merchandising and commuting across state boundaries. Keene, Brattle-
boro and Greenfield— the region's main commercial centers— all lie
within 35 miles of one another. While the volume of this inter-county
activity is difficult to judge, it is noteworthy.
The ecological portrait of the tri-state region is complex.
Several key environmental elements are shared— such as the Connecticut
River and the temperate climate common to all three counties. Other
important elements are divergent, yet even these differences carry a
common theme: the tri-state region is at a major ecological crossroads
of New England.
The primary unifying ecological aspect is the Connecticut
River, the region's most important natural feature. The tri-state
region is water-rich (it's impossible to be any more than five miles
from a major water course anywhere in the region) and the West, Ashue-
lot, Deerfield and Millers Rivers and their tributaries all eventually
feed into the Connecticut. The Connecticut River's midpoint can be
found within the region (in the vicinity of Bellows Falls, VT and
Walpole, NH) and its economic, aesthetic and environmental value to
the region is inestimable.
The Project's justification was distilled in this statement
from the Assessment study:
The tri-state region then is defined by social, economic and
ecological similarities. The fact that the three counties
lie in three different states accounts for additional complex-
ity in policy and resource development considerations, but
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this is more than compensated for by the convenient comparisons
that can be drawn between state activities. This more wholistic
approach is particularly useful when ecological resources are
being considered in settings where the effects of political,
social and economic activity flow across borders for which only
humans can claim credit. 31
Program Organization
The Community Steering Committee guided the Regional Self-
Reliance Project as an advisory council. While it had no explicit
power, its support was indispensi ble since without it, Antioch's
"community service project" would loose credibility and its tangible
foundation of community support. To this end, every effort was made
to insure that representatives of all major segments of the tri-state
region were included in the Steering Committee and that their concerns
genuinely influenced the course of the effort.
The Project's director reported directly to Antioch's Dean,
who took an active role in the program throughout its first year. A
"Scientific Work Group" was formed to assist the Project director and
staff, and to serve as a consultant pool for the Project's activities.
In all, 49 individuals, half holding terminal degrees in their disci-
plines, assisted the Project as members of the Work Group.
The Project itself was staffed by three Antioch graduate stu-
dents from the School's Resource Management and Administrative Program,
and a quarter-time commitment from Antioch's Environmental Studies Pro-
gram chairman, Mitchell Thomashow. The Project's only full-time staff
member was its director, this dissertation's author, who prior to
assuming the Project's directorship, had had no prior affiliation with
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Antioch/NGw Engldnd. ThG dirGCtor's Idck of prior connGction to
Antioch helped convey a sense of broad ownership to the effort which
while conducted under the school's auspices, was always conceived of
as a "community-guided" service program.
Program Content
The program content of the Regional Self-Reliance Project was
altered from the anticipated programatic direction of the effort out-
lined in the Project's original proposal. The original goal of estab-
lishing a far-ranging, non-topic specific public service science center
was deemed unworkable early in the Project's development. This, as
with other fundamental decisions regarding program direction, was de-
bated within and ultimately determined by the Community Steering Com-
mittee. The Project shifted its emphasis away from the planned focus
of establishing a policy assistance center to a more activist orienta-
tion focused on the chosen topic of the year— forestry resources and
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wood energy.
The following items formed the basis of the Regional Self-
Reliance Project's programming. In chronological order, these programs
were: slide/tape educational show, technical workshops for small busi-
nesses, "action research" study, public forum.
The Project's workplan was discussed intensively by staff, by
Steering Committee members, by Antioch faculty and other interested
persons and among them jointly at the third Community Steering Committee
meeting, January 10, 1980. While earlier Community Steering Committee
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meetings determined the topical content of the Project, the January
meeting settled on the precise services the Project would provide to
tri -state community. The final work agenda balanced proposals genera-
ted by staff with "pet projects" promoted by several Committee members.
Once established, the work agenda proceeded as scheduled. The Project's
principal efforts were:
(1 ) Completion and dissemination of a slide/tape show to
introduce the concept of self-reliance and promote
public discussion and awareness of Regional Self-
Reliance Project activities .
The show was entitled "Realizing Yankee Self-Reliance, or Making
Better Use of What We've Got." The program took two months to produce.
It ran 12 minutes long and outlined the underlying theme promol gated
by the Antioch effort: expanded, careful use of indigenous, renewable
resources, reliance on science and technology to develop local resources
to benefit the economy without damaging the environment.
The slide/tape show was screened before 464 people during the
Project's first year. The Greenfield Recorder reported that the show...
... hits hard on the idea that by combining traditional values
with advanced scientific technologies, this area can limit its
dependence on other areas of the country for food, wood, and
other commodities. The show, much of which v/as photographed
around Franklin County, describes how New England can resurrect
its former dominance in sheep farming, utilize solar power to
offset spiraling energy costs, and develop a program for using
its woodlots effectively and efficiently. By using thrift,
ingenuity, hard work, frugality and optimism, the program ex-
plains, New England can return to its former stature as a
relatively independent region."^
(2) Publication of a detailed report on the fuel wood
resource available to the tri-state region, and
approaches to insure environmental ly-sound, cost-
effective, development.
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Th6 report entitled, Tri-Stdte Regional Fuelwood Resources :
An Assessment
, was released in September 1980. It was the first report
of its kind to be researched and published anywhere in New England. As
of October 1981, nearly 1,000 copies of the study had been distributed.
The report (summarized in the following chapter) constituted the cul-
mination of the Regional Self-Reliance Project's first year of activity.
The Keene Sentinel said it " ... should be 'must' reading for anyone
who heats with wood, sells cordwood, owns a woodlot or is concerned with
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the area's energy future."
(3) Presentation of a regional public forum to release the
Assessment study and host workshops to discuss its con-
cl usi ons .
The Forum hosted at Antioch/New England's Keene facility con-
cluded the Regional Self-Reliance Project's first year. Fifty persons
were in attendance. The Forum provided ample opportunity to provide a
context for the Project's work, and to present the Assessment '
s
results.
The two and one-half hour program was very successful in stimulating
professional and public interest in the Project's work; the Forum was
reported in area newspapers as page one news.
Program Evaluation
The year-long activity of the Regional Self-Reliance Project
demonstrated how science and technology can be systematically applied
to public policy questions while simultaneously promoting the concept
of self-reliance as an organizing theme for local resource management.
The broad community education components of the effort
epitomized by
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the Project's chief products—Assessment
. Forum, slide/tape show-
proved effective. The comparative efficacy of the report's official
presentation (at the Forum), and second, later, to randomly-selected
wood burners residing in Cheshire County is recounted in Chapter VI
and VII.
In concluding his overall evaluation of the Project's first
year activities, Duane Dale, the Project's outside evaluator wrote to
the National Science Foundation:
Antioch/New England's Graduate School has conducted its project
in a way which has exceeded substantially the stated objectives
regarding researching a specific topic and conducting public
educational activities within that domain. Antioch/New England
has opted to modify the objectivies of formulating a plan for a
Tri -State Indigenous Resource Policy Assistance Center and con-
ducting public discussion on its plan; the program planning and
development activities which were undertaken reflect a well-
reasoned strategic choice, one which is grounded in an assess-
ment of the practical concerns of people in the region and a
need to introduce both scientific and public policy expertise
into the specific action situations.
The project had a direct and substantial interaction with at
least 605 individuals and indirect influence on many thousands.
In addition, two products of lasting value have been generated:
the Tri -State Regional Fuel wood Regional Assessment and the slide-
tape show, "Realizing Yankee Self-Reliance: Making Better Use
of What We Got." Either of these two types of outcome al one-
in person educational contacts and tangible products—would
indicate a reasonably efficient use of the project's resources;
the fact that both types of outcome were achieved indicates a
high level of efficiency and productivity.^^
The structural and content elements of the Regional Self-Reli-
ance Project provided a superb opportunity for research into community
education practice around the topic of renewable resource development.
From the beginning, the Antioch effort was organized to avoid the pit-
falls of antecedent, similar programs, and to incorporate both formative
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and conclusive evaluation procedures to make objective analysis of the
community education effort possible.
CHAPTER IV
REGIONAL SELF-RELIANCE PROJECT FUELWOOD ASSESSMENT SUMMARY
The report entitled: Tri-State Regional Fuelwood Resources:
An Assessment was written to achieve a number of objectives. It sought
to identify, to the fullest extent possible (as of mid-1980), the for-
estry resources of the region which could sensibly be allocated to wood
energy markets: woody biomass which was either not in demand by the
wood products industry (or likely to be) and which could be cost-effec-
tively collected and with minimal negative environmental consequences.
The study also sought to describe innovations in wood-burning technology
and the variety of actions which could be taken both by the private and
public sectors to properly manage development of the tri-state region's
indigenous fuelwood potential.
The Assessment was unprecedented in its scope, geographical
definition, and in the explicitly-defined environmental and economic
values which characterized it. No private or public entity in New
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England had undertaken an effort like it.
This chapter attempts to summarize the report's results. While
it will not be possible to represent all of the report's findings, or
to communicate the recommendations suggested in it, we will endeavor
to highlight aspects of the Assessment , particularly those which found
their way into the educational presentations developed by this disser-
tation's author. Familiarity with this material is essential to under-
standing results of the educational aspect of the dissertation.
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Wood Energy Demand
The rapidly-increasing adoption of wood energy in New England
provided the rasion d' erte of the study. The Assessment was needed
because of the growth in cordwood consumption by wood-burning house-
holds in the tri-state region and because of the extensive interest
within both the industrial and commercial sectors in conversion to
wood-fueled energy systems. In 1979 and 1980, close observers of the
New England wood energy scene began to perceive outer limits of supply
and identify increasing environmental hazards associated with develop-
ment of wood energy.
The situation brought Carl Reidel, Professor of Forest Policy
at the University of Vermont to say:
The bottomline is clear: New England is entering another era
of forest exploitation. Again and again over the past two
centuries, we exploited this Yankee forest for fuel, building
materials, and industrial wood. We cleared the land for farms
and then, as competition increased from western agriculture,
abandoned the land to the forest. Later, old field pine was
exploited until changing consumer patterns and forest depletion
repeated the cycle of abandonment and natural recovery again ...
we can choose the expedient path of exploitation or, perhaps,
the enlightened path of conservation. 3/
In addition to reviewing the unique conditions of New England's
energy situation, the Antioch report also examined the contemporary
demand for wood fuel manifested in New England. The report identified
rapidly increasing rates of wood energy use (25 percent increase between
the 1977-1978 and 1979-1980 heating seasons), high numbers of wood
burners cutting their own wood (between 50 and 60 percent), and overall
surprisingly high reliance on wood energy by tri-state households (the
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report estimated that 50 percent of the area's households burned wood
for space heating purposes).^® All told, the Antioch report concluded
that 138,250 cords of wood were burned during the 1979-1980 heating
season, an average of two and one half cords per household or five
cords among those burning wood for heat.
Tri-State Region Forestlands
The ecology of the tri-state region's forestlands was described
in the Assessment
. The concise overview of the region's forests was
provided as a "back drop" to the far more detailed discussion of the
fuelwood resource.
The tri -state region is 80 percent forested and the area's wood-
lands are as extensive now as at any time since the American Revolu-
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tion. And, as the report indicated.
Forests in the tri -state region comprise a transitional zone
between two basic Eastern Forest systems— the Central Hardwood
and Northern Hardwood Forests.
.
Species typical of each can be
found here. Overall, while slight variations of forest types
dominate in one portion of the region and not in another - sugar
maples are prominent in Windham County, for example, and much
less so in the other two counties— forest types here are essen-
tially consi stent.
The various factors — human and natural — which combined to de-
fine the tri-state region's forestlands were described. It was pointed
out that only a fraction of the area's trees are in the large "sawtim-
ber" class (a U.S. Forest Service classification of highly-desireable,
timber-grade trees). The diversity of species and problematic over-
stocking conditions were considered in the report.
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Recent research suggests that the tri-state region also has
thousands of so-called over-stocked stands. While it is dif-ficult and certainly subjective to define "optimal" stocking
levels (a task best left to the consulting forester at the
site) there is wide consensus among professional foresters
that a large amount of New England's forest acreage is over-
crowded, forcing many potentially commercially attractive
trees into slow growth and to develop crooks in their efforts
to secure light. The overall volume of biomass— here and else-
where in New England on "fully occupied" sites— is unaffected,
but the traditional timber market value of commercial species
— tall, straight clear stem— is.^^
It is not enough to consider forestlands as one great cordwood
or wood products factory. Forests, wherever they might be, contribute
substantially to other less-material, but no-less-important values.
Among these area: air, soil, and water quality, wildlife habitat, and
aesthetic/recreational values.
The Assessment reviewed each of these considerations in turn.
Emphasis was placed on describing the deleterious effects that excessive
disturbance to the forest ecology could have on air, soil, and water
quality, wildlife habitat and the region's high aesthetic and recrea-
tional qualities. Poorly managed fuelwood harvests could: increase
the risk of erosion, reduce nitrogen levels in forestland soils and
adversely affect tree-growing rates, destroy animal habitats and reduce
the variety of mammalian species the region enjoys, and negatively
impact the tourist industry which comes to the region to ski, boat,
hike, and hunt.
The Assessment identified the principle of "forest diversity"
as the best single insurance against ecological disruption. The authors
concluded that: "as long as environmental, aesthetic and other values
are respected, the wood energy market (and its demands on the forest
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resource) will serve the best interest of the tri-state region and New
4 ?
England at large.
"
Tri-State Region Fuelwood Resources
The report's quantitative description of the tri-state region's
fuelwood resources constituted the heart of the Assessment and was its
most unique contribution. Part of what distinguished this portion of
the report was the authors' willingness to balance competing interests
for forest resources before establishing estimates of available biomass
reserves.
The Assessment placed a high value on protection and expansion
of the wood products industry. There were two reasons for this: first,
as the report suggested, demand for wooden building components will in-
crease in the future as the energy costs of conventional alternatives
become prohibitive. Since wood is a least six and one-half times more
energy efficient than steel; there is "wood energy" value in construc-
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tion markets. Second, the productivity decline of primary timber-
producing regions of the United States (such as the Pacific Northwest
and Southeast) offer good opportunities for a revived New England timber
industry to compete. The economic returns that a healthy wood products
industry could bring to the tri-state region would be considerable.
More jobs would be created, and greater capital inputs would be enjoyed
by the entire community, especially if the industry based in the region
diversified to establish secondary and tertiary processing.
The Assessment also placed a high value on forestry interests
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frequently underrated in biomass estimates: the ecological concerns
mentioned previously. Estimates offered by the Assessment sought to
reflect minimal negative environmental impacts on soil, air, water,
wildlife and aesthetic values.
Finally, the Assessment deemphasized the widely accepted notion
of "renewabi li ty.
"
(Wood energy is distinguished by its biological
properties which — unlike fossil fuel reserves for instance - permit
growth and ultimately, the theoretical refurbishment of the resource).
While the authors never abandoned the concept altogether, they chose
to emphasize the resource's non-renewable features in establishing their
biomass estimates. The vast majority of the available fuelwood re-
serves, it was argued, were "fuelwood trees" poor quality specimens
with no timber market value; they were determined to be logical trees
to burn. In adopting the forester's ethic of "never burn a tree that
can be used for any other purpose," the Antioch team sought to untangle
the confusion between timber-grade trees and trees logically used as
fuel. The vision the report's authors sought to promote was clearly
stated under the heading "Our Preferable Future."
The use of wood energy offers New Englanders and those of us
living in the tri -state region two unique opportunities. First,
by harvesting our extensive, though limited, fuelwood resource,
we can achieve greater energy self-reliance and second, in so
doing, we can prepare our forest stands to develop into a valu-
able timber resource. We can do all this— if we are careful
without endangering environmental quality and the beauty of
our diverse forestlands.^^
The report's estimate of biomass reserves opened with a theore-
tical portrait of the energy value of the tri-state region s entire
forest resource. That is, the authors estimated how many cords of
fuel-
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wood could be collected "if the forestlands of the tri-state region
were 'mined' and every stick of wood used as fuel The available
energy, it was determined, of the 29 plus million cords of wood would
be 495.33 trillion BTUs, the equivalent of some 3307.47 million gallons
of oil. This would be enough wood to entirely heat the region's homes
for 70 years. This calculation was preposterous and was presented only
to illustrate a point: there is an outer limit to the tri-state region's
seemingly endless forest resources, and in energy terms, the resource
is far from "endless."
Following from its identification of the outermost parameter of
the region's wood energy resource (however absurd) the Assessment report
distinguished logical components of the fuel wood resource. These com-
ponents were divided into two basic categories: standing "fuelwood
trees" and forestry and mill wastes generated by the wood products
industry. The former was described as a "one-time resource," the latter
as a continuous stream of wood energy potential (dependent on the health
of the region's wood products industry).
The Forest Service classifications of "rough" and "rotten" trees
was adopted by the Regional Self-Reliance Project along with another
largely non-commercial grade of tree: "Grade 4" timber. These were
cited in the Assessment as the core of the tri-state region's fuelwood
resource. The Antioch report labeled these standing growing stock
logically harvested for wood energy markets as "fuelwood trees." They
estimated that one in every five trees in the region could be placed in
this category. The commercial or timber grade trees were referred to as
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"good growers."
The Assessment
,
consistent with conventional forest practice
(in the applied forestry science of "silviculture") maintained that the
removal of fuelwood trees could enhance the quality of remaining trees
and increasing their value and growth rates:
The removal of these ... cords would go a long way toward up-
grading the commercial quality of the region's forest. As we
noted earlier, eliminating the competition these trees pose to
good growers would enhance the productivity values of the resi-
dual growing stock trees tremendously. Furthermore, the removal
of rough, rotten. Grade 4 trees and thinnings is the cashing-in
of our fuelwood savings account; our use of this resource must
be viewed as a one time opportunity to help us through the dif-
ficulties of the coming years.
If we coupled firewood production with forest management for
enhanced, long-term quality timber production, then we need
recognize that the long run implications of this strategy are
upgraded stands we won't want to burn. This level of manage-
ment is probably impossible to achieve in the private non-in-
dustrial forests of New England, but the European model of
careful, intensive multiple-use management shows that it's less
than utopian.^®
Whereas the Regional Self-Reliance Project relied on Forest
Service statistics for its estimates of standing fuelwood tree reserves,
it conducted original research to determine the scope of the fuelwood
potential associated with the local timber industry. After suggesting
that the wood products industry extant in the region operates far below
potential, the Assessment identified timber removals based on milling
volumes at 60 sawmills to be approximately 171,000 cords in 1979-1980.
The authors estimated that during this same period, some 124,000 cords
of various residues associated with timber removal and milling
were
generated. All of this material could be logically introduced
into the
region's fuelwood markets.
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Logging waste - commonly known as "slash" - is what loggers
leave behind in timber harvests. They generally remove only the tree
trunk and leave behind branches, unwanted portions of the trunk, twigs,
etc. In all 30 percent of the tree above stump remains in the forest.
The Regional Self-Reliance Project identified this material as a poten-
tially substantial source of wood energy.
Similar volumes of waste are generated at the mill site. Here,
as the trunk (or in industry parlance "bole") is put through production,
52 percent is converted into ancillary material such as sawdust, slab-
wood, bark, chips, and shavings. While some markets for this waste do
exist (sawmill operators have traditionally sold or given their sawdust
away to dairymen for cow bedding), many tri-state region sawmillers
would willingly sell this material as fuelwood. Several either already
do, or use the biomass material to fuel cogeneration systems which power
their operations.
Before tabulating the combined wood energy potential of both the
standing fuelwood resource and the various wastes generated by the tim-
ber industry, the Regional Self-Reliance Project identified four
"accessibility issues" which served to reduce their estimates of avail-
able fuelwood reserves. Each of these accessibility factors are des-
cribed in some detail in the report itself, but for our purposes are
summarized briefly here.
These factors are: wildlife needs (the Assessment identified
a percentage of fuelwood trees to remain as wildlife habitat); steep
slope (the report cited 15 percent of tri-state forestlands as suffi-
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ciently steep to be excluded from harvest either because of poor econo-
mic return or high-risk erosion); public ownership (acreage owned by
various state, federal, or private organizations were excluded from the
estimates); and five percent of privately-owned forestland which would
be excluded from either fuelwood or timber harvests.
"Annual growth" was also accounted for in the report. This por-
tion of forest resource is that incremental growth which occurs annually
in forestlands throughout the region. And although annual growth could
represent a substantial addition to wood energy reserves, the Assessment
authors chose to cede this dimension of the forestry resource to the
timber industry. As stated in the Antioch document:
The Regional Self-Reliance Project prefers to see all growing
stock, including its annual growth, as the domain of the wood
products industry, a position also held by the authors of the
Massachusetts Fuelwood Survey
,
and many other observers of the
New England wood energy scene. We expect the future of the
wood products industry to benefit this region in multiple ways;
it is at least as important to us as the use of wood as an
energy source.
When all the accessibility factors were combined along with the
various fuelwood sources identified above, the Regional Self-Reliance
Project cited a total of six million cords as available to the region
as of the report's release. This total would decline gradually as the
"Qn£_-tTi7]e resource" fuelwood trees were harvested, a decline that could
not be compensated by an anticipated two percent annual increase in
timber industry activity.
When projected into the future, the Assessment results indica-
ted that at current rates of combustion efficiency, and at present
pop-
ulation levels, every home in the region could be entirely heated
for
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approximately 22 years with the wood collected from the region's forests
and sawmills.
Patterns of Wood Energy Use
The adoption of wood energy by Americans has generated consider-
able innovation in our means of extracting biomass energy. The Assess -
ment report described new methods being developed to increase the effi-
ciency and extend the application of wood energy technology. In addi-
tion, it also reviewed various contemporary methods and applications
of wood burning.
Direct combustion of wood energy is by far the most prevalent
technique of energy conversion from wood. On the residential scale,
air-tight stoves have substantially increased efficiency from earlier
methods. Fireplaces are now widely recognized as a terribly inefficient
method to burn wood. Sales of air-tight stoves have increased tremen-
dously, and while the report's authors testified to their beneficial
characteristics, they also outlined several disadvantages which come
along with air- tights and the broadened use of wood energy in general.
The Assessment cited three important considerations which, since
the report's release in 1980, have become more frequently recognized
as serious problems: air pollution, risk of fire damage, and moisture
content of the wood. In the first case, the report pointed out the
very real impact wood energy systems are having on air quality. The
authors cited statistics comparing wood-stove-generated pollution with
that of automobiles. In addition, they described the ever-increasing
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rates of fire accidents.
Moisture content relates to the low-efficiency of burning "green
wood," or wood which has not dried sufficiently. The Assessment (which
based all its statistics on 50 percent moisture content) identified
this as a serious concern - no matter how effective the wood-burning
appliance, more wood must be burned if that which is used has not been
dried.
The report then went on to identify new techniques in wood
energy direct combustion which offer both greater efficiency (and there-
fore require less wood and generate less pollution) and are safer for
the consumer to operate. These were Russian fireplaces and water stor-
age-high combustion furnaces and boilers.
Industrial scale applications of mod energy were outlined in
the report as well. Direct combustion and cogeneration are gaining in
popularity. Over 150 industries, as of summer 1980, relied on wood as
a feedstock. The pros and cons of these applications which are tied so
closely with the cost of fuel oil were described.
Diversification of wood energy use on the industrial scale has
closely paralleled the rapid rates of adoption on the residential scale.
Electrical generation from wood gasification and methanol are three of
the more imaginative techniques receiving recognition which were treated
in the Assessment report. Each of these techniques has real implications
for wood energy development in the tri -state region.
Electrical generation from wood is advancing by way of cogener-
ation applications (particularly in the wood products industry) and by
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utilities. The Burlington, VT Electrical Department has operated wood-
fired electrical power plants for sometime, and at the time of the
Assessment's release planned to expand its capacity to 50 megawatts.
Burlington's lead has sparked considerable interest in this application
throughout New England.
Gasification is a technique which offers the most efficient
wood combustion process now known. One of the leading innovators of
this technique is based in the tri-state region and the Assessment
reported favorably on gasification's development.
Finally, methanol, which represents wood chips converted into a
liquid fuel (and can be a potential gasoline additive or substitute)
was also described. Development of this technology is also underway in
the region with a methanol refinery proposed for Winchester, NH, the
center of the tri -state region.
Taken separately, each of these developments can be seen as
imaginative but manageable extensions of wood energy utilization.
Taken together, and combined with residential demand, the effect of
these new applications on the forest resource could be frightening.
Electrical generation with wood could (as in the case of Burlington
Electric) command 400,000 cords annually. A methanol refinery could
account for 116,000 cords and industrial and commercial conversions to
wood feedstock (encouraged by gasification) could account for thousands
of additional cords annually. Coupled with a steady residential demand
of 300,000 plus cords a year, the available fuelwood resource identified
by Antioch could be exhausted in short order.
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Scenarios of Possible Wood Energy Demand
The Assessment presented two possible scenarios of wood energy
development. Each scenario was based on plausible circumstances, or in
some cases, serious development proposals offered within the tri-state
region. As the report stated:
Each of these occurrences is technically feasible today and each
reflects market realities, which surely by 1985, will make wood
energy a much more prevalent fuel substitute than it already is
today. 48
The first scenario was called the "Rapid Depletion Scenario," and the
second, the "Moderate Depletion Scenario." The former resulted in
exhaustion of the region's fuelwood reserves as soon as 1992; the second
depleted these same resources in 2002.
The Assessment did not overly dramatize these alternatives. It
did, however, point out the hazards of depending on wood energy to
power too large a portion of the local economy. In summarizing the
technological opportunities and their concommitant resource impacts the
Regional Self-Reliance Project suggested:
Wood energy is an attractive, economic alternative to oil, gas
or electricity. Properly harvested and efficiently combusted,
it can pose fewer environmental problems than coal. Residen-
tial adoption of wood energy has, of course, paced its utiliza-
tion in New England, but wood burning technology can also be
employed in commercial and industrial sectors. The numbers
of these conversions will increase markedly in the immediate
future.
Wood combusion technology in large scale applications is essen-
tially proven. The technology is also being pushed on a variety
of fronts, especially in gasification, methanol refinement and
preparation of alternate fuel forms such as pellets and chips.
Enhanced combustion efficiencies with lesser pollutant outputs,
will result.
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Another resultant of the adoption of these technologies is
an expanded demand on the resource. If too many large-scale
conversions are initiated and if centralized energy conver-
sion approaches such as methanol refinement and electrical
generation are promoted, the available fuelwood resource
could be rapidly depleted. Were demand to outstrip supply,
environmental degradation and consumption of timber quality
trees as fuel would probably result. As forestry researchers
Bormann and Likens recently noted, "experience from the last
decade suggests, that once a heavy financial commitment to new
technology is made, reasons will be found to continue its use."^^
The report's recommendations for market development, government
involvement, consumer and landowner education and technology development
sought to balance opportunity with risk. And the Assessment authors
continued to underscore the themes of energy conservation, timber stand
improvement, and better management. They reiterated the view that wood
energy should be seen as a limited, transitional fuel source, one to
take us out of immediate crisis and permit gradual conversion into a
future characterized by widespread energy conservation and large-scale
reliance on solar energy.
The report's concluding call to action was directed to area
residents, landowners, and public officials.
The cornerstone of regional self-reliance is local responsi-
bility. The future of wood energy development and with it, the
future of the tri -state forests will be decided by the people
living here. If too many and the wrong trees are harvested
from our lands and burned, and if we fail to conserve and sen-
sibly allocate the limited fuelwood resource we have, we will
only have ourselves to blame.
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This underscores the most critical component of the entire Regional
Self-Reliance Project — community education for sensible indigenous
resource development.
CHAPTER V
RESEARCH DISTILLATION FOR PUBLIC EDUCATION
Public education was the principal goal of the Regional Self-
Reliance Project. The decision to pursue the original resource assess-
ment project outlined in chapter four was seen by Antioch staff and most
of the Community Steering Committee, not as an end in itself, but as a
foundation for broad public education. Principals in the project be-
lieved that the Assessment would be widely read and discussed by people
with a professional stake in the field— planners
,
officials, sawmill
operators, foresters, etc.— and a large number of copies of the report
itself were sent directly to these individuals. But the question of
how to reach, educate, and hopefully move people whose involvement in
wood energy is limited to burning fuelwood at home and/or selling stump-
age rights to fuelwood dealers challenged the staff of the Project.
The very nature of wood energy makes it an issue of broad public
concern. Approximately 50 percent of the residents in the tri-state
region rely on wood for space heating and although no formal study has
been made of the matter, the local economic impact of wood fuel trans-
actions and use is certainly sizeable. Since the pattern of landowner-
ship in New England is so dispersed (87 percent of New Hampshire forest-
land and 90 percent of Vermont forestland is privately held in woodlots
averaging 50 acres and below), the most critical decisions regarding
the maintenance of the resource base itself (forestland and harvesting)
along with habits of end-use consumption of the resource are made by
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"everyday people." Few matters of resource management are so tightly
woven within the framework of a local community. For these reasons,
effective community education was considered a paramount element of the
Regional Self-Reliance Project.
The staff understood that public attention had to be earned; it
would not come easily. To focus public attention on the themes and
activities promulgated by the Regional Self-Reliance Project, consider-
able thought and effort had to be invested. The staff devised workable
methods for gaining public recognition; first, for the Project's estab-
lishment; second, for its organizing theme of regional identity and
self-reliance, and third for its findings and recommendations. The
first objective was achieved by touring extensively with the slide/tape
show developed by the staff and through continuing cultivation of the
press. The third objective was achieved by the public forum hosted at
Antioch October 14, 1980 which drew 50 participants and was prominently
recounted in the area's media.
Among the various activities conducted by the Regional Self-
Reliance Project, there was one aspect of the work agenda which offered
unique public appeal— the fuelwood assessment. No one had ever attemp-
ted to estimate the volume of accessible fuelwood resources within a
local area. More specifically, despite the fact that 50 percent of the
area's population was using wood for a major source of energy, no one
in the tri -state region had any idea how much wood was available to the
region as a whole for burning. Popular wisdom had it that there was
plenty to burn, but no one knew for certain. This vacuum of
basic
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information offered a unique opportunity in community education. For
if no one knew the extent of the resource, and yet so many people were
dependent on it— someone who came forward with a credible effort to
describe the fuel wood resource probably would get heard. And once that
attention was focused, much more could be said about more critical,
immediate aspects of wood energy consumption and forestry management.
This same phenomenon was present in the case of the Franklin
51County Energy Study which was similarly the first effort of its kind.
Numerous energy studies had been done on a national, regional, or state-
wide basis to gauge the economic impacts of rising oil prices, chart
effects of utility expansion, assess the effectiveness of conservation,
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and so on. No one had done research and presented their findings on
the local implications of changing energy circumstances. Much of the
effectiveness and appeal of the Franklin County Study (replete with the
Benson innovations) can be traced to this simple condition.
The Assessment was chosen as the culmination of the Regional
Self-Reliance Project's first year's work. It absorbed the majority of
the staff's time (four months in development versus two for the slide/
tape show), it offered the greatest potential for broad public impact,
and it represented Antioch's best effort at translating valid scienti-
fic information into terminology understandable to the public.
The Assessment itself was written for general public consumption,
but due to its length (98 plus pages) and scientific format, staff
determined a need for more immediately accessible formats to present to
the public. They designed two amended versions of the
Assessment to
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facilitate the broadest possible distribution of the study's findings.
Both versions faithfully recorded the key themes, findings, and recommen-
dations of the Assessment
, but both selectively chose to leave out much
of the material in the effort to "streamline" it. The formats were:
(1) an illustrated 30-minute lecture, and (2) a black and white comic
book synopsis of the study. Both the lecture and comic book were used
in presenting the Assessment to the public, and both were throughly and
compari tively evaluated (see following chapter) by the author.
The lecture and the comic book not only closely paralleled the
original study on which they were based, they closely paralleled one
another. The comic book's script was virtually a verbatim transcript of
the lecture and the illustrations used in both are nearly identical and
were completed by the artist retained as a consultant to the Project.
One of the most important decisions made by the Regional Self-
Reliance Project was in determining the content for the comic book and
illustrated lecture. The process was difficult because 25,000 words
had to be encapsulated into approximately 1500. The thrust of the Pro-
ject's findings and the implications for personal decision-making and
behavior had to be communicated and communicated effectively. After all,
the overall intent of this phase of the Project was to move people— to
inform and (as a result) to change intended patterns of fuel wood con-
sumption by consumers, and land management practices of woodland owners.
In addition. Project staff hoped that the information presented to the
public would generate heightened concern for the overall future of wood
energy development in the tri -state region.
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t
had to be treated in any
summary presentation of it. These themes were;
(1) The future development of wood energy is inestricably
bound up with issues of environmental quality. Harvest
of fuelwood— an indigenous and abundant resource— has
direct impact on a plethora of environmental concerns
such as wildlife habitat, soil quality, aesthetic values,
and so on. Meanwhile, the use of wood-burning technol-
ogies likewise effect the environment, chiefly through
raised levels of air pollution.
(2) The future development of wood energy in the tri -state
region will be more or less independently determined
by the people residing there. The vast majority of
(forested) land is owned by residents of the region and
the fuelwood marketing infra- structure is likewise
locally managed.
(3) Wood energy is frequently defined only in terms of com-
' bustion of wood for heat, electricity, etc. The use of
wood for construction material also retains an energy
dimension, since alternatives such as steel, are 6 1/2
times more energy intensive to produce than wood. Eco-
nomically, the potential return represented by sales of
traditional wood products (e.g. lumber, furniture stock,
etc.) far surpasses the benefits of fuelwood sales or
even fuel oil displacement in the local economy. The old
forester's adage— "Never burn a tree that can be used
for any other purpose"— appl ied to the tri-state region.
(4) Wood energy is a renewable resource, but relative to point
three above, the most logical and abundant fuelwood re-
source available to the tri -state region is the large
volume of standing trees not attractive to wood product
markets, a legacy of six decades of omissive and exploi-
tative forestry practice. Much of this volume of "fuel-
wood trees" can be harvested in such a way as to upgrade
the overall commercial quality of the remaining stands.
Their removal, however will, under ideal circumstances,
result in a forest dominated by trees "too good to burn."
(5) The market for wood energy also has a more immediate
relationship to the wood products industry. Wastage from
both timber harvests and locally-conducted timber proces-
sing can be tapped for use as fuel. The healthier the
traditional wood products industry is, the greater the
flow of its "waste" into wood energy markets.
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(6) Any credible calculations of the extant fuelwood resource
must include discounts for "accessibility" and other
limiting factors. Determining factors such as slope gra-
dient, wildlife habitat preservation, owner preference,
government management are a mix of cost benefit, jurisdic-
tional, and ecological quality issues which effectively
reduce the volume of available fuelwood resources.
(7) The rapidly accelerating sophistication of technology
fuel with wood or biomass feedstocks, coupled with
rising prices for conventional fuel, has created new
demand for wood energy. This demand—coming primarily
from the industrial sector—may well compete with resi-
dential demand which already has some spokesmen for the
wood products industry concerned over their industry's
source of raw materials. There is an increasing likeli-
hood, evident in the tri-state region, that rising demand
for wood energy will create sufficiently intense pressures
to endanger the "best laid plans" for environmentally-
sound harvest practice and overall sound management of
the region's forestry resources.
Each of these seven major themes was treated in the two con-
densed versions of the Assessment Study. The highly idealistic tenor
of the report was made evident not only in the report but in the comic
book and lecture versions. In each case no claim was made for what
was going to occur, but only for what might occur. In other words, the
report demured to offer observations on the likelihood of any predic-
table pattern of wood energy development. Instead, it promulgated a
version of events which was possible and preferrable. That version of
events was implicitly presented as the one-time transitional use of the
region's sizeable cache of "fuelwood trees," to cushion the transition
from present-day excessive reliance on fossil and nuclear energy to
increased use of solar energy technology with widespread conservation
of whatever conventional fuel continued to be used. This transition
may well be 20 years in duration.
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Partly to convincingly substantiate the author's preferences
and partly to objectively educate, the Assessment also offered two con-
trasting scenarios of possible future wood energy development in the
region (see page 58). In either case, the divergent paths of devel-
opment could occur.
Certainly the preference of the Regional Self-Reliance Project
was clear. As stated in the Assessment's opening presentation:
... several preferences influence our presentation:
-wood energy is a relatively poor use of wood; only wood that is
inappropriate for other end uses should be burned.
-conservation is critical to any sensible energy future; wood
like any other fuel, should be conserved.
-wood should not be cut at rates greater than its capacity for
renewal
.
-among wood energy markets, priority should be given to those
(markets) closest to the wood's point of origin.
While the thematic content of the Assessment came through
strongly in the condensed versions of the report, the statistical foun-
dation of the study had to be severely edited. This constraint came as
no surprise to the staff and they prepared various editorial techniques
for communicating the force of the Assessment findings without treating
the data in detail.
The staff of the Regional Self-Reliance Project realized before
initiating the study, that while the statistical formulations generated
by their research and treated in the final report were necessary they
were by no means sufficient for public education. The "numbers" en-
hanced credibility. Their use could arrest attention and focus discus-
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Sion. While no staff member claimed undue accuracy for the data, no
critic— however cynical— denied that the findings were the best avail-
able. But presented alone, the Assessment's data would be virtually
useless; its meaning had to be interpreted, condensed, and vividly
shared.
In devising the public lecture presentation of the study and
its comic book version, the Regional Self-Reliance Project director
settled on an unorthodox method for introducing the report's findings.
Both formats presented early on a recitation of the energy value of the
entire forestry resource of the tri-state region as 29,137,264 cords.
This statistic, based on United States Forest Service data, was des-
12
cribed as the energy equivalent of 495.33 x 10 BTUs. It started from
the preposterous supposition that if the region's wood were entirely
utilized (cut and stacked in one year) for energy, such a course would
yield enough energy to meet al
1
of New England's total energy require-
ments— residential
,
commercial, industrial, and vehicular— for two
months. As it was stated in the comic book:
No one wants to abuse our forests as a result of this energy
dependence on wood energy. And even if we were to "mine" our
forests for their energy value, we really wouldn't get very
much for the environmental damage we would have created.
Were we to clear-cut all the forests in the three tri -state
counties, we would have enough energy to provide for New
England's entire energy needs for 60 days.^^
This approach was criticized by the Regional Self-Reliance Pro-
ject's leading science consultant, Dartmouth Professor Colin High. Dr.
High argued that describing wood energy volumes in this way might be
construed as a proposal of the Project and be taken seriously by the
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public. In fact, this presentation was never taken in that light and
the shock-value, attention-gathering guality of the approach more than
compensated for whatever minor risk of misunderstanding might have been
taken.
The point was made that there was a clear upper limit to a
resource that seems all but endless to a casual observer (after all 80
percent of the land in the tri -state region is forested, the highest
that percentage has been since the revolution). By putting a closure
on the resource, the Regional Self-Reliance Project had made the case
that the wood energy resource here was measurable and not really all
that large. By converting 29 million cords into a metaphor, the
Regional Self-Reliance Project had made the value of the forest resource
understandable, at least in energy terms. And by placing a value on it
(and a not very great one at that—environmental devestation for 60 days
of power) the Project helped make the point that the region's forest
resources were simply too valuable to be sacrificed for the immediate
needs of heat and light.
From this beginning (which also included an extremely concise
summary of New England's unique dependence on oil for its energy supply),
the comic book and lecture next described the forester's adage— "Never
burn a tree that can be used for another purpose"—and pointed out that
"wood can help meet our energy needs without just being burned." By
describing wood's highly energy-efficient qualities as a construction
material, and the anticipated rise in demand for wood products, the
comic book/lecture set the stage for a graphic presentation of wood pro-
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ducts relative volumes and market values.
Figure 1
HIERARCHY OF VALUE USES OF WOOD
Following directly from this point, both the lecture and
comic
book made the critical distinction (also central to the
Assessment)
between "fuelwood trees" and "good growers." The
former were described
as "rough and rotten" trees not in demand by
timber markets while the
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latter are. In the graphic, a gnarled, overaged, stereotypical fuelwood
tree the tree that can '
t
be used for any other purpose— is shown beside
a straight stemmed timber grade tree. This contrast is a central cate-
gorization of the Antioch Assessment Project; the key point that all
trees are not alike, that different end uses call for the use of differ-
ent trees, was underscored again and again. It is a key point since it
is the one a landowner who is cutting fuelwood from his own property
most needs to understand. Moreover, the fact that the timber-grade
tree represents a larger (potential) dollar return is also expected to
appeal to self-interest.
In addition to fuelwood trees, trimmings of closely crowded
timber grade trees are described as a logical source of fuelwood, too,
although in contrast to the original Assessment
,
no numerical value is
assigned to either portion of this "standing" fuelwood resource.
The concept of discounts from the otherwise appropriate fuelwood
resource is introduced next. Three graphics are presented (in both the
illustrated lecture and comic book) to represent wildlife needs, steep
slope, and ownership patterns. The idea of "exemptions" from the fuel-
wood resource for non-economic reasons was a critical point to be made.
The dependence of wildlife on forest habitat is appreciated by
forestry professionals (and often ignored) but it is generally not
understood by most landowners, including those involved in timber sales,
or cutting fuelwood off their own land. Moreover, previous wood energy
studies conducted in New England forests rarely mentioned, let alone
attempted to quantify any portion the standing forest resource exclu-
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sively for wildlife purposes. Antioch chose to exempt rough and rot-
tens over 15 inches in diameter from fuelwood harvests and recommended
leaving five to six "wildlifers" per acre behind in any harvest.
Similarly, concern for soil quality is another key value which,
according to the Regional Self-Reliance Project, should not be exchanged
for wood fuel. Steep sloped terrain is described as exempted from the
Antioch estimates.
Finally, two kinds of ownership are described as exempted from
resource estimate totals— publically-owned land administered by juris-
dictions outside of the tri-state region (state and federal land) and
disinterested private owners who choose not to allow fuelwood harvests
on their land under any circumstances. Simple numerical values were
offered for each in the text of both the speech and comic book.
The "standing" total of fuelwood trees is then presented as
5,860,000 cords and it is explained that 2.5 million cords were dis-
counted due to "accessibility factors." These numbers, along with the
general pattern of going from the maximum theoretical resource down to
practical resource closely parallel the original study. It is suggested
too that this "one-time resource," if harvested, could "...heat all our
.i56
homes in the tri-state region entirely with wood heat for 14 years."
The comic book/lecture next outlines the wood energy potential
of wastage associated with the wood products industry. Grahpics depict
the two portions of this now-1 argely-untapped- resource: logging resi-
dues and sawmill wastes. Numerical values in cords (34,700 and 89,300
respectively) were presented.
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The comic book/lecture did not distinguish between the fact that
the "standing" resource described previously is finite compared to the
flow characteristics which characterize the wood product industry's
potential contribution to wood energy markets. This distinction was
deemed too subtle for a short public presentation. Other key concepts
and much data was also dropped for the same reason.
In an attempt to communicate the meaning of Antioch's unique
definition of the fuel wood resource available to the tri -state region,
Regional Self-Reliance Project staff presented a simple descending chart
graphic which demonstrated that with the resource as described, all the
present residences in the region could be entirely heated with wood for
20 heating seasons and that it can be done without environmental
damage, without competing with timber markets, and only by using v/ood
harvested off private land.
The summary report closes with the two future scenarios out-
lined in the Assessment itself. Two strong graphics demonstrated how
very different rates of demand could bring on two very different rates
of depletion. The graphics were allowed to speak for themselves in the
comic version; in the lecture it was pointed out that rapid depletion
(fuel wood resource exhausted by 1992) occurs when we rely on wood
energy to do everything it can while a moderate depletion (resource ex-
hausted by 2005) rate can be achieved if competing demands are balanced
carefully and those with most immediate benefits are granted prior
access. The comic book/lecture closes:
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We will always have tree growth and our timber industry will con-
tinue to produce residues for use as wood energy, but after we
harvest our standing fuelwood trees, these resources alone will
be unable to meet an agressive demand for wood energy.
The vvood energy potential here in the three county, tri -state
region of the Mid-Connecticut River Valley is plentiful, but it
is less than we might have casually thought.
Residential wood burners should be conserving their fuelwood when
possible by burning only fully seasoned cordwood or by using effi-
cient (and less polluting) wood energy appliances such as central-
ized furnaces or boilers, to mention only two examples.
The result of careful forest management will be an environmentally
secure, upgraded forest stand with improved timber potential and
sufficient wood energy resources, if wisely used.^'
The popularized versions of the Assessment sought to spell-out
only the broadest outlines of the original report. They conveyed
enough information to suggest that considerable research and thought was
behind the simplified presentation. They sought to suggest that it is
possible to balance environmental quality with wood energy development
although the responsibility for that balance depends on those who both
produce and consume the wood used for energy— residents of the tri-state
region.
CHAPTER VI
EVALUATIVE RESEARCH MODEL AND FINDINGS
Research Model
The two amended presentations of Antioch's Tri-State Regional
Fuelwood Resources: An Assessment report (described in the preceding
chapter) were presented to the public during the Fall of 1980. Release
of the full Assessment was first made at a widely-publicized public
forum hosted by the Regional Self-Reliance Project. At this session,
attended by 50 persons, the Assessment report was summarized in an
illustrated lecture. Another amended version of the original report
was a comic book which, like the lecture, summarized the Assessment's
key themes, findings and recommendations. The comic book, which was
nearly identical in content to the illustrated lecture, was circulated
to a randomly selected group of Cheshire County residents who burn wood
for space heating. Both summaries of the Assessment were directed to
a broader audience than the much more detailed and scientifically-
oriented Assessment . And both were intentionally designed to cover the
same material through reliance on vivid graphics and easily understand-
able concepts.
The author prepared both illustrated lecture and the comic book
versions of the Assessment . This phase of the Regional Self-Reliance
Project was intended to evaluate the educational impacts of the Assess_-
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s findings. In addition to evaluating the Regional Self-Reliance
Project's educational activities and whether they succeeded in altering
wood burners' and woodland owners' intended behaviors, the Project's
director (this dissertation's author) sought to research a more generic
educational question — the relative efficacy of distinct yet comparable
educational formats used in community education.
The goals of the research described below were three- fold. The
research sought to determine: 1) descriptive information about wood
burners and woodlot owners in the tri -state region's Cheshire County;
2) impact of the Regional Self-Reliance Project's educational efforts;
and 3) whether there was any measurable difference in the effectiveness
of printed material versus a lecture format in a community education
program.
An important ancillary element to the research was determining
the extent to which the information Antioch presented was new, relevant
and understandable to the audiences receiving it. For this reason, the
survey also sought to measure the recipients' evaluation of the infor-
mation itself and the form in which it was presented.
At the time this research was conducted, little was known about
the practices and opinions of wood burners. Some research had been
conducted in Franklin County^^ and in 1979, a New England-wide survey
project was conducted to document wood energy consumption rates for the
first time.^^ Both studies left considerable room for additional
research, particularly in Cheshire County which was scarcely touched
by the Department of Agriculture study and (along with Windham County)
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overlooked by the Franklin County Community Action Project's research.
Neither study had attempted to determine how detailed information on
wood resource availability would affect wood burners and forest land-
owners, each with a stake in the future development of the region's
indigenous forestry resource.
The Regional Self-Reliance Project not only sought demographic
information as a foundation, but information on respondents' energy con-
servation practices, their preference for priority use of the neighbor-
ing forestry resource, their opinions on public/private planning, and
their subjective views on many other topics.
A second goal was to determine to what extent Antioch's Assess-
ment findings, themes and conclusions affected the intended behavior
of both forum attendees and participants in the random survey. By con-
ducting this research, it was hoped that the following questions (among
others) would be answered: with new awareness of the finite nature of
the local wood energy forestry resource, did fuel wood consumers plan to
reduce their consumption of cordwood? Did this same information influ-
ence their intentions to practice energy conservation? What affect did
it have on woodlot owners? Did the distinction between "fuelwood" trees
and potential timber grade trees made in the presented information
encourage landowners to hire professional foresters? These and other
similar questions were posed in the survey instrument to measure impacts
if they occurred.
Finally, the survey instrument was designed to determine varia-
tions between the relative effectiveness of the print and lecture for-
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mats presenting Antioch's Assessment. None of the new community educa-
tion programs in indigenous resource development and energy education
document the comparative efficacy of contrasting educational formats.
By working with two distinct groups, presenting both the identical in-
formation while varying only the form in which that information was pre-
sented, measurable results suggesting which format worked most effec-
tively were hoped for.
The research model used in this phase of the Regional Self-
Reliance Project was centered around a 47-question survey designed by
the author. The survey - which was intended to yield measurable results
described above - was administered before and after the introduction of
the Assessment summaries (comic book and illustrated lecture) developed
by the Regional Self-Reliance Project. Two groups were selected to
participate in the research project.
The first group was composed of 40 wood burners, who were ran-
domly chosen from the Cheshire County phone directory. In all, 234
households or approximately one percent of the county's population,
were randomly selected from the phone book. Of this number, 110 were
determined to burn wood for space heating purposes; 40 of these indivi-
duals participated for the duration of the project.
The phone survey portion of the survey (conducted during the
first week of October 1980) generated notable research results of its
own. The phone survey confirmed suspicions shared by numerous observers
of the wood energy scene, i.e., half the tri-state region s population
was relying (at least partially) on cordwood for their space heating
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requi rements.
The second group participating in the research model was self-
selected. It was comprised of participants in the Antioch-sponsored
forum on the "Future of Wood Energy," held on October 14, 1980. This
second group was made up of 32 individuals, who like the first group,
burned wood for heat.
Both groups included homeowners and renters, young and old,
well-educated and under-educated people, landowners and non-landowners.
Shared and contrasting characteristics of the two groups are discussed
below.
Findings: Patterns of Wood Energy Use
One of the Regional Self-Reliance Project survey's most general
findings was that as of 1980, wood burning for space heating purposes
had been adopted, with a surprising level of sophistication, by all
segments of Cheshire County's population (the same can be said for the
entire tri-state region). Not only was it determined that 50 percent
of the residents of Cheshire County burned wood, but much was learned
about the widespread practice of wood energy use and the views of the
people relying on this indigenous energy source.
When the data collected from the random and forum groups are
combined, the cumulative results offer a good picture of wood-burning
households in 1980. The vast majority of the surveyed households were
single family (detached) dwellings. (The thermal conditions of these
homes are far more energy-intensive than apartment complexes or duplex
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homes). Ninety-one percent of the respondents resided in single family
homes, the remaining participants lived either in apartments (five per-
cent) or duplexes (three percent). Eighty-three percent indicated that
they owned their own home; 17 percent revealed that they did not.
Slightly over half of the respondents (53 percent) had - when polled —
lived in the same residence for ten years or less; 30 percent hadn't
moved in ten years or more; 17 percent failed to respond.
The size of the wood burner's residences were also surveyed.
Twenty-five percent lived in small houses (less than 1001 square feet);
approximately 30 percent lived in medium-sized homes greater than 1201
square feet (18 percent failed to respond).
Household size was also surveyed. The surv'ey's results indica-
ted a preponderance of smaller families: 55 percent had three or less
persons residing in their households, with an additional 15 percent
limited to four residents. Only 16 percent of the households had five
or more residents; 14 percent failed to respond.
Female and male spokespersons for the polled households were
more or less evenly divided when the random and forum groups are com-
bined; age was also evenly distributed between younger and older respon-
dents. Fifty-six percent indicated that they were 39 years of age or
younger; the remaining 44 percent of those people polled were 40 or
older; four percent were in their 60 's or older.
Household incomes suggested a slant toward the middle to low
range: 14 percent said that they earned less than $8,000 annually,
while 44 percent made between $8,000 and $20,000 in the preceding year.
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Only 29 percent earned more than $20,000 and 13 percent either refused
to answer or did not know their family's income.
One final, purely demographic feature that was included in the
survey was level of schooling. When combined, the random and forum
groups' levels of formal education demonstrated an odd shaped distribu-
tion. Ten percent did not complete high school, 14 percent did, and
21 percent studied at the college level but failed to complete the
baccalaureate. The remaining 45 percent completed college and of this
number, 25 percent had done at least some graduate-level study. Ten
percent of those polled failed to respond to the question.
As seen in this sample, the wood-burning household of the early
1980's could be from nearly any socio-economic grouping. It is impos-
sible to break out predictive characteristics other than to say that
homeowners are more likely to burn wood than renters, and that residents
of rural areas (or at least those with immediate access to forestlands)
are more likely to burn wood than urbanities.
While some New Englanders never substituted wood energy for
conventional central heating, the vast majority of New Englanders have
only recently adopted wood energy as a serious source of thermal energy.
The rise of the wood energy industry parallels the phenomenal rate of
(re)adoption of wood for heating.
The survey data collected from both the random and forum groups
provide a glimpse of contemporary wood energy practice. The survey
participants - representing 72 households - burned, on the average just
under four and one-half cords of wood during the 1979-1980 heating sea-
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son. Overall, this represents 324 cords. Woodlot owners in the two
groups (36 persons held five or more acres) collectively accounted for
5600 acres; 50 percent of the surveyed sample were woodlot owners. The
majority of these individuals drew cordwood from their own property.
The length of time participants had burned wood hovered just below six
years, a date roughly equivalent to the Arab Oil Boycott. (Several
families' long time use of wood heat skewed the result, however, and
without their participation, the total would be somewhat shorter).
Additional review of our Cheshire County wood burner sample
demonstrates that the vast majority rely on woodstoves for their heat
energy at the expense of fireplaces; few have adopted the most efficient
wood burning appl iances— furnaces or boilers. Sixty-one percent of
the survey participants owned at least one stove, while an additional
28 percent owned two stoves, the majority of which are air-tight.
Commensurate with the trend in New England toward serious wood
burning, 59 percent of the survey respondents indicated that their
households used wood for 75 percent or more of their heating needs. An
additional 17 percent use wood for at least half their heating load.
Less than one-quarter of the survey participants use wood for half or
less of their heating requirements.
Two other indicators of the sophistication of participants'
reliance on wood as an energy source are in the length of time wood is
seasoned before use, and whether the cordwood is bought retail, or
harvested by the consumer him/herself.
In the first case, survey participants demonstrated a good
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awareness of heating efficiency (these results are based on the pre-test
portion of the survey): 32 percent used wood seasoned for a year or
more, while 51 percent seasoned their wood between six months and a
year. The remaining 17 percent used "green" unseasoned wood or chose
not to respond.
In the second case, Cheshire County residents demonstrated a
commitment to self-reliance: 42 percent of those polled replied that
the cordwood they used was cut from their own land. Thirty-three per-
cent revealed that they relied on retail markets, while another 25 per-
cent identified other sources such as sawmills, public forestlands,
friends' property, etc. Many respondents relied on several different
sources for their wood supply.
Findings: Random and Forum Groups in Contrast
The 40 survey participants randomly chosen to participate in
the Regional Self-Reliance Project research differed in several notable
respects from the self-selecting participants of the forum group. The
differences and similarities between the two sets of survey participants
provide the backdrop for analyzing the relative impacts of the two con-
trasting educational programs presented to each group. Both demographic
and wood energy use characteristics demonstrated by the two groupings
are summarized below.
The forum session attracted persons with an explicit interest
in wood energy development both from the standpoint of their roles as
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consumers and as current or future fuelwood producers: 75 percent of
the meeting's participants owned property exceeding five acres. While
New England is noted for the parcelization of its forestlands into
many small ownerships, the high volume of landownership demonstrated
by the forum group was not shared by the randomly selected group:
Only 30 percent of their number owned five or more acres.
The forum group was generally wealthier, better educated, and
younger than the random group. For its part, the random group was by
and large more permanently settled in Cheshire County: every respondent
was a homeowner, as opposed to the two-thirds rate of homeownership
which characterized the forum group.
Seventy-four percent of the forum group was 39 or younger, while
only 40 percent of the random group was in that bracket. The average
age of the random group was 46 years of age as opposed to 35 among the
forum group.
The forum group had a considerable number of college graduates
and persons who had or were studying at the graduate level - 56 percent.
The corresponding figure for the random group was 38 percent.
Similar disparities emerged in income levels. Thirty-eight
percent of the forum participants indicated that they made over $20,000
in the previous year; the random group's response in this same category
was 23 percent. The numbers of low-income persons in both groups were
nearly identical. In the random group, 50 percent of the respondents
placed their households in the $8,000 to $20,000 per annum income
range.
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The forum group resided in generally older and larger homes
than the random group (38 percent in the 1201 to 2501 square feet
range as opposed to ten percent for the random group) a fact highly
correlated with income level. It is noteworthy, however that only a
small percentage of both groups lived in post-energy crisis homes
(built in 1973 or later). In these homes energy conservation actions
would have to occur as "retrofits" since energy-saving features normally
found in newly-built homes are lacking in older residences.
Commitment to energy conservation was polled through the survey.
The results from the pre-test demonstrate high levels of awareness among
both groups with especially high levels within the forum group. The
table below summarizes participants' responses when questioned whether
they had or had not initiated selected energy-conserving measures.
The forum results are particularly striking since one-quarter
of their number are renters, a constituency with a generally poor record
for energy conservation.
In addition to the far greater numbers of landowners featured
among the forum group (24 landowners as opposed to 12), it is noteworthy
that the forum group also demonstrated a far greater extent of ownership.
In the random group 83 percent of the landowners' properties were 50
acres or less; only 17 percent owned more than 50 acres. In the forum
group, 58 percent of the landowners had properties exceeding 50 acres,
including 12 percent of the meeting participants who owned more than 300
acres.
While the extent of forest cover on properties owned by the
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TABLE 2
ENERGY CONSERVATION INITIATIVES
(Pre-test findings)
32
Forum
respondents
)
(40
Random
respondents
)
JL %
_1 % % %
Insulation? Yes 27 84% No 5 16% Yes 2^ 73% No 11 27%
Storm
Windows? Yes 26 81% No 6 19% Yes 28 70% No 2 30%
Weather
Stripping? Yes 26 81% No 6 19% Yes 80% No 8 20%
Furnace
Adjustment? Yes li 47% No 17 53% Yes T4 35% No 26 65%
Solar
Equipment? Yes 6 19% No 26 81% Yes 5 13% No 35 87%
forum and random groups were essentially the same, the priorities
assigned to the properties differed measurably. In the forum group,
the most important value assigned was for recreation/aesthetic; 71 per-
cent of the landowners rated it "very important." Only the forest-
lands' value for fuelwood production received ratings anywhere approach-
ing that scale - 50 percent of the respondents said that it was "very
important." In the random group, recreation/aesthetic did not rate as
highly (33 percent put it as "very important"). The highest rated
value by random group landowners was fuelwood production which, as in
the forum group, garnered a 50 percent rating. The lackluster response
by the random group to land values such as timber productivity, agricul-
tural productivity, dollar value, in addition to those previously men-
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tioned, suggest that as opposed to the forum group, they are far less
passionate about the values they assign to their woodland properties.
The differences in patterns of wood energy use between the two
groups were not as striking as they were in other (previously mentioned)
areas. They are nevertheless interesting.
Forum participants rely on wood for heat to a greater extent
than do the randomly selected survey group ~ 72 percent use it for
three-quarters or more of their heating load as opposed to 60 percent
in the latter group. Forum participants use fireplaces three times as
frequently, and perhaps surprisingly, seasoned their wood for a shorter
time than did random group respondents. Forty-three percent of the
random group seasoned their wood for a year or more as opposed to 19
percent of the forum attendees. The forum group also relied on their
own property for their cordwood (66 percent) more frequently than did
the random group (45 percent).
While forum and random groups burned approximately the same
volume of wood (the .1 cord differential may be attributed to the*
larger house size enjoyed by the forum group), the years each group
have burned wood for heat (on the average) show a striking di similar-
ity: 8.4 years for the random group as opposed to 3.5 years for the
forum group. In spite of the fact that one random household has been
burning wood for decades therefore skewing the average, these results
suggest that any depiction of the two groups into a sophisticated/
nonsophisticated dicotomy is probably specious. However, these re-
sults, combined with the demographic data cited above, suggest subtle
but important differences between the two groups' attitudes toward
wood energy.
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Forum participants demonstrated a slightly higher familiarity
with wood energy matters. They had for instance, given more thought to
installing (or in some cases had already installed) wood furnaces.
Thirty-seven percent of the forum group had considered this option as
opposed to 15 percent of the random group. Forum participants demon-
strated more strongly held views viz-a-vi their landownership. They
tended to rely on wood for more of their heat energy requirements than
the random group, though the latter group demonstrated more willingness
to season their wood before using it, thereby achieving the highest
possible levels of fuel efficiency.
This latter point provides a speculative basis to explain the
subtle differences that do exist between the groups: their socio-
economic differences. The larger incomes and much more extensive
ownership of land may explain both the forum group's special interest
in the wood energy topic, and its ability to ignore certain sensible
economies. Why season wood for over a year (the ideal case) when you
own scores of wooded acres? Why not consider the latest technology
(e.g. wood-fired furnaces and boilers) when you can probably afford
them.
A second, and not necessarily exclusive line of explanation may
be found in the high number of faculty and students participating in
the forum (one-quarter of those attending according to one estimate).
The academics largely account for the renters among the forum group
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and may account for the lesser commitment to wood seasoning. It may
also contribute to greater topical familiarity with the subject of wood
energy particularly since several students and two faculty in atten-
dance were affiliated with Antioch's Environmental Studies Program.
What is most interesting, however, is not the forum group's
slight "advantage" in sophistication, but the random group's own close
familiarity with wood energy, its long term reliance on the fuel
source, and high commitment to energy conservation. The economic self-
interest reflected by widespread wood energy use in New England in the
early 1980' s is vividly reflected by the random group. The "main-
stream" public's economic interest has forced it into using a fuel
source which is cumbersome and more often than not troublesome, but
which is still a bargain, even when it must be purchased on the retail
market.
Apart from socio-economic and other qualities that distin-
guished the two survey populations, the forum and random groups parti-
cipating in the Regional Self-Reliance Project research model differed
in another, more fundamental regard. The individuals who attended the
October forum did so at their own initiative while those in the random
group were included exclusively for the purposes of the research model.
While those attending the forum did not expect to participate in a
survey project, they did demonstrate a special interest in the topical
material ("The Future of Wood Energy") by venturing out to a public
meeting on a weekday evening. Survey participants in the randomly
selected group, for their part, had to maintain their participation
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after first being contacted, through review of the comic book and com-
pletion of the follow-up survey - over a period some six weeks in
length. Nevertheless, the fact that one group was self-selecting while
the other was not must be appreciated in evaluating the Regional Self-
Reliance Project's research model.
Community education efforts are frequently limited to self-
selecting groups. Interested community members are invited to partici-
pate in meetings or educational sessions, which are (with the exception
of media-oriented programs) conducted outside one's home. Community
education programs of this type benefit by attracting members of the
community who are - a priori - the most interested. When successful,
these programs can instill a strong sense of common purpose among those
in attendance while contributing to the status of local opinionmakers
whose attendance the wise community educator has succeeded in securing.
The principal disadvantage of the self-selected program is that
community education conducted in this manner usually ends up "preach-
ing to the converted." Under the best of circumstances only a small
portion of the potential audience is involved. As a result, "main-
stream" concerns are frequently overshadowed by minority interests
with the larger, unserved population essentially unaffected.
In the case of the Regional Self-Reliance Project's community
education (research) effort developed by this dissertation's author,
the October forum shared these elements. The forum was widely adver-
tised and was designed to attract a wide public; special efforts were
made to recruit leading opinionmakers. The audience was dominated by
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professional people with various interests in the wood energy field,
and by students and faculty, who by nature of their affiliation with
Antioch, had greater familiarity with the Regional Self-Reliance Pro-
ject and the forum program. Various leading local opinionmakers were
in evidence. Keene's newspaper publisher, Cheshire County's regional
planning director, the county's senior private forester, among other
community leaders, attended the two hour forum. The program's design
as a policy-oriented and decidedly non-how-to affair, and the inclusion
of well-known professionals to lead follow-up workshop sessions
appealed to people with a more than casual interest in wood energy.
Comparative Educational Impacts
A special series of matched questions on the survey instrument
were designed to measure the relative effect of the educational pro-
grams on the random and forum audiences. The pre- and post-test used
with both groups was virtually identical, differing only in the manner
by which participants identified themselves. The survey was also
devised to obscure directly corresponding questions so they would not
be immediately obvious and therefore influence survey participants.
Six questionnaire items were analyzed to determine whether the
information contained in either the comic book or in the forum changed
individuals' orientations and attitudes toward their conservation of
wood energy, management of their woodlands, and use of wood for home
heating.
These are:
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TABLE 3
SURVEY INSTRUMENT MATCHED QUESTIONS
(1) 1: Number of cords of wood burned in last year's heating season
(Q-16-PQ)
^2: Number of cords estimated to be burned in next year's heating
season (Q-3--FQ)
(2) ^1: Length of time fuelwood is presently seasoned (Q-17--PQ)
^2: Likelihood that wood used for heating will be seasoned at
least 12 months (Q-2-FQ)
(3) ^1: Whether household has considered purchasing a centralized
wood heating system, such as a boiler or furnace (Q-14— PQ)
^2: Likelihood that household will purchase a centralized wood
heating system, such as a boiler or furnace (Q-2--FQ)
(4) ^1: Whether trees felled from owner's land were marked by a pro-
fessional forester (Q-26— PQ) and whether respondent has ever
retained a professional forester to help in identifying
appropriate trees to fell for home heating (Q-27--PQ)
^2: Willingness to hire a professional forester to select fuel-
wood trees for future felling of trees (Q-4--FQ)
(5) ^1: Whether specific energy improvements has been made to their
present residence (Q-9 on preliminary questionnaire)
^2: Whether energy improvements will be made to their present
residence (Q-1 on follow-up questionnaire)
(6) ^1: Opinion as to whether there may be serious negative effects
on the area's forests vecause of long-term reliance on wood
energy (Q-28--PQ)
^2: Opinion as to whether there may be serious negative effects
on the area's forests because of long-term reliance on wood
energy (Q-6--FQ)
NOTE: The symbols "^1" and "^2" refer to first time questioning and
second time questioning respectively, while "PQ" and "FQ" refer
to pre- and post- (or follow-up) questionnaires. The number
following the capital "Q" refers to the question or the surgery
instrument in either the pre- or post-test.
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The survey questions keyed off themes raised in the Assessment
and its two summary versions were chosen to reflect specific actions.
These actions, while not actually taken in the interim between the pre-
and post-test, were presumed, based on the survey participant's inten-
tion, to occur in the future as a result of the Regional Self-Reliance
Project educational intervention. Measurable response rates when con-
trasted between groups suggest the relative efficacy of written and
oral presentations experienced by the random and forum groups partici-
pating in the research model.
In the first analyzed comparative question, participants were
queried as to whether they expected to use more cordwood or less in
the 1983-1984 heating season, three winters hence. The degree to which
energy conservation practices coupled with more efficient wood energy
combustion systems can reduce fuel wood use was described in the
Regional Self-Reliance Project presentations, but in respect to achiev-
ing the desired result of reducing intended future wood energy use,
this did not measurably influence respondents.
One might speculate that the reasons for the low numbers
expecting to reduce fuelwood consumption was that so many participants
had al ready undertaken stringent energy conservation, and while some
of the respondents may have wanted to purchase highly efficient wood
burning systems, few could envisage doing so. But it may also be that
participants in both the forum and random groups expected fuel oil
I
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TABLE 4
CHANGE IN FUELWOOD USE 1983-1984 SEASON
(baseline: 4.4 cords/1980-1981 season)
Hypothesis: Intervention would result in respondents claim that they
would burn less cordwood in future heating seasons.
All (68 respondents)
Will use more cords: Will use less cords:
23 people answered affirmative 21 people answered affirmative
57 more cords will be burned 44 less cords will be burned
24 people answered no change
(t=0.991 df=67 Not significant)*
Random (39 respondents)
Will use more cords: Will use less cords:
14 people answered affirmative 9 people answered affirmative
38 more cords will be burned 24 less cords will be burned
16 people answered no change
(t=1.149 df=38 Not signficant)
Forum (29 respondents)
Will use more cords: Will use less cords:
9 people answered affirmative 12 people answered affirmative
19 more cords will be burned 20 less cords will be burned
8 people answered no change
(t=0.099 df=28 Not significant)
*Value used to indicate significance was highest which data would
support for each specific task. This statistical criteria was also
applied to all subsequent analysis based on survey instrument's matched
questions.
1
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prices to continue to rise at their recently explosive rate thereby in-
creasing the volume of the cordwood they would need to burn. Persons
relying on wood for 50 percent of their heating requirements may be
forced to move into the 75 percent usage category and so on.
Whatever conclusions we draw from this data, we need recognize
that the revised estimates made by survey participants in responding to
the cordwood volume question on the pre- and post-test indicate that
the information presented in the comic book and lecture, succeeded in
changing participants' expected levels of cordwood consumption. People
took the information differently, but 65 percent altered their estimates
either upward or downward as a result of the intervention.
A related question posed only on the post-test may point to
one explanation. When respondents were asked whether they would con-
sider abandoning wood as a fuel resource a substantial majority of the
total sample - 75 percent answered "no." When broken out into random
and forum groupings the results demonstrated strong disparities. Among
the random group's respondents the spread is 85 percent negative, 15
percent affirmative, while within the forum group the spread is far
more even: 63 percent as opposed to 37 percent. Whether the latter
group's willingness to consider alternative fuel sources (such as coal,
solar, or a return to fuel oil) can be linked to greater economic flex-
ibility is impossible to precisely correlate; it is, however, the most
likely explanation. This may also suggest forum participants
slightly
greater willingness to consume less fuelwood once exposed to the
Regional Self-Reliance Project's fuelwood availability findings.
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The second comparitive question registered significant results,
indicating that in both educational presentations/formats the message
that longer cordwood seasoning will result in greater combustion effi-
ciency impressed survey participants.
The largest change came from forum participants. Seventy- two
percent indicated that while they had previously not seasoned their
cordwood for a year or more, they henceforth intended to do so. The
shift from "no" to "yes" within the random group was smaller, only 48
percent; many more participants in this group had already been season-
ing cordwood past the critical year-long mark.
Cordwood seasoning reminiscent of the folk statement about
Christianity, which is said to be "easier to preach than to practice."
The longer a household has been burning wood for energy the more likely
they are (in general) to burn fully-seasoned wood. This condition may
explain the lower pre-test numbers of forum participants who indicated
that they seasoned their wood a year or more. As we have previously
indicated, respondents in the random group have relied on wood energy
for a slightly longer period than those survey participants who attended
the Antioch forum. The results here belie any inclination based on
other responses to the questionnaire, to neatly categorize the two
groups into sophisticated/non-sophisticated classes. When it comes to
getting the most energy out of their wood fuel, the random group clear-
ly demonstrated Yankee frugality.
The third question posed on the pre- and post-tests and which
we have analyzed, was whether survey participants had ever considered
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TABLE 5
WILLINGNESS TO SEASON CORDWOOD
(one year or more)
Hypothesis: Intervention
would season cordwood in
would result in respondents claim that they
future heating seasons.
All (72 respondents)
Pre-test Post-test #
Yes Yes 21 29%
Yes No 2 3%
No Yes 42 58%
No No 3 4%
(t=-8.776 df=67 Significant at .001)
Random (40 respondents)
Pre-test Post- test # %
Yes Yes 16 40%
Yes No 1 3%
No Yes 19 48%
No No 1 3%
(t— 5.295 df=36 Significant at .001)
Forum (32 respondents)
Pre-test Post- test # %
Yes Yes 5 15%
Yes No 1 3%
No Yes 23 72%
No No 2 6
(t=-7.473 df=30 Significant at .001)
purchasing a wood-burning furnace or boiler for their home. The appeal
of these energy technologies was touched on in the presentations and
while not covered in depth, was endorsed as heralding a promising new
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direction for more efficient wood energy technology.
Results from the survey indicate no measurable change in re-
spondents' level of interest in these technologies as a result of either
the comic book or the lecture presentation. Under ten percent of the
respondents registered a change either in greater favor or lesser inter-
est as a result of having attended the forum or read the comic book.
The next issue covered in the survey instrument dealt with the
matter of landowners' willingness to retain professional foresters
before harvesting fuel wood on one's property. Professional foresters,
it was pointed out in the Regional Self-Reliance Project presentations,
are essential to insuring that timber-grade trees are not foolishly
felled for use as fuel wood, and that trees logically used as cordwood
are removed in such a manner as to contribute to the healthy develop-
ment of the remaining (and substantially more profitable) timber-grade
trees.
The forum participants responded more dramatically to this
theme than did landowners in the random group. Overall, a measurable
change in attitude (and in the direction of reliance on professional
foresters) was manifested.
Landowners in the random group failed to respond to this
issue; any changed views on their part are not measurable. The rea-
sons for this may be found both in socio-economic factors and in par-
ticular, in the fact that the randomly-selected landowners hold land-
use values far less intensively than did landowners in the forum audi-
ence. The low rating the former landowners gave in even a relatively
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TABLE 6
WILLINGNESS TO EMPLOY PROFESSIONAL FORESTER
(Limited to landowners of five or more acres)
Hypothesis: Intervention would result in respondents claim that they
would employ a professional forester in a fuelwood or timber harvest.
All (36 landowners)
Pre-test Post- test # %
Yes Yes 7 19%
Yes No 1 3%
No Yes 10 28%
No No 5 14%
Other Other 6 17%
No Response 7 19%
(t=3.219 df=22 Significant at .01)
Random (12 landowners)
Pre-test Post- test # %
Yes Yes 2 17%
Yes No 1 8%
No Yes 1 8%
No No 3 25%
Other Other 2 17%
No response 3 25%
(t=0 df=6 Not Significant)
Forum (24 landowners)
Pre-test Post- test # %
Yes Yes 5 21%
Yes No 0 0%
No Yes 9 37%
No No 2 8%
Other Other 4 17%
No response 4 17%
(t=-4.392 df=15 Significant at .001)
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highly-valued category - recreation/aesthetics (33 percent ranked it
"very important" as opposed to 71 percent among the forum group who
ranked this value in the highest possible category) suggest that they
perceive their properties in a different light than do forum landowners.
One clue to the difference between forum and random group land-
owners may be found in that the forum group own far more acreage on
the average than do the landowners in the randomly selected group.
The former own 155 acres on average while the latter typically own 36
acres. Despite the fact that five acres and above is generally recog-
nized as greater-than-houselot property, it may well be that while
landowners in the random group perceive their acreage as extensions of
their houselots, landowners in the forum group assign more diverse
values in landownership -- recreation/aesthetic values, fuelwood poten-
tial, and timber productivity, agricultural potential, and economic
val ue.
A series of energy initiatives were listed as part of the
questionnaire and respondents were queried regarding them on the pre-
and post-tests. This series of questions was included as a means of
measuring the concrete actions households would be willing to take to
reduce their energy requirements regardless of the energy source used.
Both groups demonstrated a large commitment to energy conser-
vation. The survey results do not suggest, however, that the Regional
Self-Reliance Project presentations influenced participants responses
in any serious way in this area. For instance, those individuals who
indicated that they had previously caulked windows in anticipation
for
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the winter season responded that they would do so again; only six per-
sons out of the 72 survey respondents changed from a "no" to a "yes"
after the intervention. Changes in the participants' willingness to
adjust their furnaces, install solar equipment, or undertake other
energy conservation initiatives were similarly unaffected by the pre-
sentations. It appears that the message of energy conservation had
already been successfully assimilated by Cheshire County residents.
Probably the single most significant comparative question in-
cluded on the survey instrument was the sixth and last question ana-
lyzed across both the pre- and post- tests. Participants were asked
for their personal opinion as to whether "there may be serious negative
effects on the area's forests because of long-term reliance on wood
energy." Nine distinct responses were possible.
The Regional Self-Reliance Project was deeply concerned with
educating the public regarding the possible environmental and economic
costs of haphazard wood energy development. The underlying viewpoint
expressed in the Assessment , its summaries, and other Regional Self-
Reliance Project activities, was that if wood energy was too rapidly
adopted without acceptance of adequate safeguards and informed by
broadened public awareness, the tri-state region's most vital indige-
nous resource would be jeopardized. In this regard, the Regional Self-
Reliance Project put particular emphasis on the protection of high-
quality timber-grade trees which would bring high return on the lumber,
furniture stock and other products markets, and which needed to be
protected from naive harvesters who would target them as cordwood (an
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already al 1 -too- common practice in the tri-state region and other parts
of New England).
Taken as a whole, the Regional Self-Reliance Project presenta-
tion succeeded in instilling concern among the wood burners and land
owners participating in the survey effort. Thirty-six percent of the
respondents shifted from a position of unconcern or doubt, to a posi-
tion of genuine concern for the integrity of the tri-state region's
forestlands. This shift was strongest within the random group (48 per-
cent) and weakest (a non-significant 22 percent) among those attending
the forum.
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TABLE 7
ASSESSING NEGATIVES EFFECT OF WOOD ENERGY
DEVELOPMENT ON REGIONAL FORESTLANDS
Hypothesis: Intervention would result in respondents expression of
concern for future quality of forestry resource.
All (72 respondents)
Pre-test Post-test # %
Yes Yes 26 36%
Yes No 3 4%
No Yes 13 18%
No No 6 9%
Yes ? 5 7%
No ? 8 11%
? Yes 5 7%
? No 3 4%
? 7 1 1%
(t=-2.653 df=42 Signifcant at .02)
Random (40 respondents)
Pre-test
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
?
?
?
df = 27
Post-test #
Yes 11
No 2
Yes 10
No 5
7 1
7 7
Yes 2
No 1
7 1
Significant at .02)
28%
5%
25%
13%
3%
18%
5%
3%
3%
(t=-2.521
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TABLE 7 (continued)
Forum (32 respondents)
Pre-test Post-test #
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
?
?
Yes
No
Yes
No
?
?
Yes
No
?
15
3
4
4
3
2
0
47%
3%
9%
3%
14%
14%
9%
6%
0%?
(t=-1.000 df=19 Not Significant)
Many of those attending the forum already believed that the
region's forestlands may be damaged by wood energy development (it
may even have been a motivation for many persons' attendance). Sixty-
four percent registered concern in the pre-test portion of the survey
as contrasted with thirty-six percent within the random group. But
both groups registered an identical result in the post-test: 79 per-
cent agreed with the posed statement, or shifted from opposition to
it to doubt.
The substantial shift in views demonstrated by the random
group in responding to this issue is especially noteworthy for two
reasons. One, it demonstrates the popularly-held perception - at
least at that time - that wood energy use would not damage the forest
resource. A combination of commonsense folk knowledge ("wood is so
abundant") coupled with the widely held belief that forestlands are
"renewable resources," and therefore indestructible, probably account
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for the misimpression. And two, the results reveal how easily this
misinformation can be corrected. In this case, only the distribution
of an illustrated pamphlet and getting people to read it was required.
Of course, the educational effort did relate to a life and death con-
cern - wood heat afterall means the difference between warm and frozen
houses throughout New England - as well as a more abstract issue: the
eventual disruption of surrounding forestlands. Still, it is note-
worthy that such a simple educational vehicle can make as much of an
impression as this one on an "uninitiated" audience.
No value shift was really necessary within the forum group.
The information presented at the Antioch forum, including the underly-
ing message of risk, did make an impact (see next chapter), but the
achieved effort was more a matter of reinforcement than conversion.
CHAPTER VII
FURTHER RESULTS AND EVALUATION OF PRESENTATIONS
The educational efficacy of the two amended presentations of
the Regional Self-Reliance Project's Assessment report was explicitly
evaluated by the forum and randomly-selected participants. A series
of questions were included on the survey instrument to facilitate
evaluation. Ample room was also reserved for open-ended, written
evaluation. In addition to conventional evaluation questions, the
post-test included opportunities for those surveyed to indicate the
value of the material presented to populations not represented in the
forum or otherwise contacted by the Regional Self-Reliance Project.
Participants were also asked to identify actions that should
be taken following from conclusions posed by the Regional Self-Reliance
Project. These responses provide further evidence of the presenta-
tions' impact on the survey participants.
Quality of Presentations
Participants were first asked to indicate whether the informa-
tion presented to them was new, whether the information was clearly
communicated, and whether its level of technical sophistication was
too low, too high, or just right.
Overall, both groups responded to these questions similarly.
They found elements of the material new; they commented
favorably on
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the clarity with which it was presented; and they indicated affinity
with the technical level at which the presentations were made.
When both the forum and random groups are combined, 11 percent
indicated that the information presented was "often new and surpris-
ing." Sixty-one percent responded that it was "somewhat new and sur-
prising" while a surprisingly high number - one-quarter of the respon-
dents — claimed that the presentations were "not new or surprising at
all; did not really learn anything."
Twice as many respondents in the forum group indicated that
the information presented to them was "often new ..." as contrasted
with the random group. Otherwise (and accounting for missing re-
sponses) their tallies were essentially the same.
In the case of clarity of presentation, just under half the
survey participants (46 percent) suggested that the material was
"always clear and easy to follow; no changes required." Another 51
percent commented favorably on the presentations but with slightly less
enthusiasm: "usually clear and understandable; but some parts need
changing." Only one percent claimed that the comic book or forum
lecture were "confusing."
The random group demonstrated nearly twice the enthusiasm for
the presentations as did the forum group: 58 percent of the former
group thought it was "always clear" as opposed to 31 percent amongst
the forum respondents. When both groups' overall favorable responses
are combined, however, they were identical at 96 percent.
Finally, in the case of the presentations' technical level of
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sophistication, 83 percent responded that they found the information
presented at just about the riQht technical level." Fourteen percent
suggested that the presentations were not technical enough. Taken
separately, the two tested groups failed to differ in their responses
to this question in any significant way.
It is curious that 24 percent of the participants in both the
forum and random groups indicated that they learned nothing new as a
result of the presentations. And while it is noteworthy that this
reaction was shared equally by both the forum and randomly-selected
groups, it should be pointed out that none of the statistical material
presented in the comic book and lecture had ever been collected and
certainly never been publically presented. However, while the data
itself was new, many of the recommended actions drawn from it were
not. It is understandable that some in the two audiences recognized
a central theme in Regional Self-Reliance Project's work, a theme
which has been preached by the forestry establishement for decades —
"timber stand improvement." They may have focused their evaluation
on Regional Self-Reliance Project's recommendations for action,
rather than on the Project's undisputedly-novel findings.
Taken as a whole the responses on these three evaluation
questions collectively amount to a strong endorsement for the Regional
Self-Reliance Project program. In addition, it does not appear that
either of the formats - lecture or comic book - affected more or less
of a positive assessment. The only significant difference - the 27
percent more respondents in the forum group as opposed to the random
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group who felt that the presentation could have been clearer - may be
explained by the high number of students and teachers in the audience;
academics know that a lecture can always be better.
Relevance of Presentations
A second series of evaluative questions sought to identify
respondents sense of the relevance of Regional Self-Reliance Project's
findings in the wider community and region. After being asked to sug-
gest how important the "information provided" was to them individually,
respondents were queried regarding the information's importance to
their town, county, the tri-state region, and to New England. Each
question was analyzed in four different categories: "not important,"
"important," "very important," and "unsure."
The results of these questions were overwhelmingly positive.
The two groups ranked the presentations' importance to themselves very
highly; 55 percent noted that the information was personally "very
important." When asked to relate the importance of the presentations
to their town, county, region, and to New England as a whole, approx-
imately 70 percent of the respondents chose "very important."
These results bear strong similarities across groups. It is
curious that respondents chose "very important" to describe the pre-
sentations' importance to themselves less frequently than they did
for the wider community. The pattern of response for subsequent
questions is basically constant after the first, which may be attri-
buted to a tendency to consider these queries as a unit and respond
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TABLE 8
IMPORTANCE OF INFORMATION PRESENTED
AH (72 respondents)
To You # % To Town # %
Not important: 4 6% Not important: 3 4%
Important: 21 29% Important: 10 14%
Very important: 40 55% Very important: 51 71%
Unsure
:
2 3% Unsure
:
2 3%
Missing: 5 1% Missing: 6 8%
To County # % To Tri-State # %
Not important: 1 \% Not important: 0 0
Important: 9 13% Important: 10 14%
Very important: 49 68% Very important: 52 72%
Unsure
:
5 7% Unsure: 4 6%
Mi ssing
:
8 11% Mi ssing
:
6 8%
To New England # %
Not important: 3 4%
Important: 10 14%
Very important: 51 72%
Unsure
:
4 5%
Missi ng
:
4 5%
Random (40 respondents)
To You # % To Town # %
Not important: 3 6% Not important: 3 8%
Important: 14 35% Important: 6 1 5%
Very important: 17 43% Very important: 25 63%
Unsure
:
2 5% Unsure
:
1 2%
Missing: 4 10% Missing
:
5 12%
To County # % To Tri-State # %
Not important: 0 0 Not important: 0 0
Important: 8 20% Important: 10 14%
Very Improtant: 26 65% Very Important: 52
72%
Unsure
:
3 8% Unsure
:
4 \> h
Missing: 5 12% Missing
:
5 \ Lh
no
TABLE 8 (continued)
To New England # #
Not important: 1 2%
Important: 10 14%
Very important: 51 72%
Unsure: 4 5%
Missing: 3 8%
Forum (40 respondents)
To You # % To Town # %
Not important: 1 3% Not important 0 0
Important: 7 22% Important: 4 13%
Very important: 23 72% Very important: 26 81%
Unsure: 0 0 Unsure
:
1 3%
Missing 1 3% Missing 1 3%
To County # % To Tri -State J_ %
Not important: 1 3% Not important: 0 0
Important 1 3% Important: 4 13%
Very Important: 25 79% Very Important: 27 54%
Insure
:
2 6% Unsure
:
0 0
Missing: 3 9% Missing
:
1 3%
To New England # %
Not important: 2 6%
Important: 5 16%
Very important: 24 75%
Unsure
:
0 0
Mi ssi ng: 1 3%
accordi ngly.
One conclusion that might be fairly drawn is that respondents'
sense of the Regional Self-Reliance Project presentations' relevance to
themselves did not affect their sense of its general importance. Or,
in other words, even if the information was less important to them
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personally, (because they were already familiar with it) their neigh-
bors and fellow citizens were probably less informed than they, and
therefore in greater need of hearing about the Project's findings.
Planning and Policy Directions
Another method of assessing the impact the Regional Self-
Reliance Project presentations was to try to determine what manner of
action participants felt should be taken to protect the future develop-
ment of the region's wood energy/forest resources. Survey participants
were asked to identify priority uses of wood energy, testify to the
importance of planning the resource's development, and determine to
what extent government should be involved in protecting it.
Strong consensus emerged in support of greater planning. When
asked: "Do you believe that action should be taken in our area to plan
or manage the future use of wood resources?" and offered two possible
responses: "yes, more planning is required" and "no, leave things the
way they are," 88 percent of those surveyed responded in favor of
greater planning. And while both groups overwhelmingly favored the
affirmative response, forum participants responded with greater inten-
sity than did random group members: 97 percent as opposed to 80 per-
cent.
This consensus began to break down as various means to achiev-
ing the chosen end were offered. When government was suggested
as the
agent of planning, respondents lost their enthusiasm in stages
- the
larger the government jurisdiction the less support was manifested
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for it.
TABLE 9
GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT IN FORESTRY PLANNING
All (72 respondents Random (40 respondents) Forum (32 respondents)
Town Government Town Government Town Government
# % # % # %
Yes 50 69% Yes 20 50% Yes 30 94%
No 22 31% 20 50% 2 6%
State Government State Government State Government
# % # % # %
Yes 40 57% Yes 20 50% Yes 20 63%
No 32 44% No 20 50% No 12 37%
Federal Government Federal Government Federal Government
# % # % # %
Yes 13 18% Yes 2 5% Yes 1 1 34%
No 59 82% No 38 98% No 31 66%
The forum was far more favorably-disposed toward government
involvement that was the random group. This inclination, however,
did
not preclude respondents at the forum demurring from federal
involve-
ment in the field, though at a far less vocal level than
their random-
ly-selected counterparts (66 percent in contrast to 95
percent opposi-
tion).
Both groups were more interested in seeing private
and non-
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government public sector involvement in managing the development of the
tri-state region's forestry resources. Taken together, 83 percent
wanted private landowners to be "involved in the future planning and
management of the forests and wood resources in our area." Non-profit
civic organizations concerned with forestry issues (such as the Society
for the Protection of New Hampshire Forests) received 78 percent
favorable response while local businesses and industries gathered a
far-less enthusiastic 54 percent response.
The opposition to government participation in forestry planning
is not unusual for rural New England and especially New Hampshire.
What is noteworthy is the disparity between the forum group's response
and that of the randomly-selected group. One explanation for this sub-
stantial gap may be the fact that forum participants were told that
funding for Antioch's Regional Self-Reliance Project came from the
federal National Science Foundation; randomly-selected survey partici-
pants were not so informed. The irony of a federally-funded program
winning favorable reviews while federal involvement in forestry plan-
ning is simultaneously rejected should not go unnoticed.
In addition to this difference in factual information, a more
visceral determinant may have been at work. Forum attendees may
simply have been more liberally-disposed than members of the random
group. Or more to the point perhaps, random group members may have
been far more politically conservative than their forum counterparts
—
afterall, half their number rejected state and local government parti-
cipation in forestry planning.
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Subjective Comments
Written comments submitted by the survey participants further
contributed to determining the value of the Regional Self-Reliance
Project presentations. Some comments were simply evaluative, some
were pointed responses brought on by the survey with suggestions of
what could be changed. Many comments were short descriptions of the
new material participants had learned as a result of attending the
forum program or reading the comic book. Several commentators wrote
miniature essays, statements of opinion provoked by the presented
material
.
One survey question asked what new knowledge a participant had
acquired as a result of the presentation/comic book. The majority of
persons responding to this inquiry cited the statistical basis of the
Project presentation. As one member of the random group put it: "I
had no idea what percentage of our woodlands were used or could be
used [for fuelwood]." Or another: "I [had] thought this 'area's wood
supply was almost endless."
Other people commented on the definitions offered by the
Regional Self Reliance Project - that hard and softwood could be used
for fuel or that it was possible to sensibly distinguish between fuel-
wood and timbergrade trees. Others noted that the scenario projec-
tions were new to them, and one forum attendee said that he wanted
more information on the "worst case projections."
A number of respondents identified specific facts they had
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acquired as a result of the presentations which altered their under-
standing of the topic; the "erosion problem," "waste in sawmilling,"
and "effect on wood products industry" were mentioned. One gentleman
bluntly stated that he had "learned to hire a forester."
Very few people suggested that they were completely enlightened
as a result of the lecture/comic book offering. Most communicated a
strong base of understanding ("we grew up with this," said one) which
was either reinforced or extended by reading the comic book or attend-
ing the forum. One woman did note, however, that she had learned
that "people were concerned," where previously she thought they were
not.
Finally, a number of respondents added encouraging words to the
Project organizers. They noted their pleasure at having participated
and hoped that further educational activities would continue beyond
the current effort.
The evaluation of the two parallel presentations offered in-
sight into the relative effectiveness of the lecture and comic book
while suggesting strengths and weaknesses with content common to both.
It is fair to conclude that both the comic book and the forum
lecture succeeded in communicating the Regional Self-Reliance Pro-
ject's basic themes. The highly-condensed summaries of the Assessment
were understandable to those participating in the survey and suffi-
ciently arresting that instances of changed intended behavior and
opinion were achieved.
Each presentation worked for its audience. If one imagined
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substituting one presentation for the other, using the comic book with
the forum audience and vice versa the results may not have been as
successful. Lessons learned, replicable findings conclusions and re-
commendations are discussed in the following chapter.
CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Guidelines for Community Educators
The Regional Self-Reliance Project succeeded In educating the
trl- state cornrnunity about the parameters of Its fuel wood resources and
the Importance of forestry management. National Science Foundation
funding for the Project continued beyond the first year's program, and
Interest In Antioch's efforts In the wood energy field remained high.
What generallzable conclusions can be drawn from the Antioch
effort? What lessons can be shared with other community educators,
especially those concerned with matters of environmental consequences
such as Indigenous energy development?
Readers of this dissertation will need to draw their own con-
clusions regarding broader lessons of the research outlined here.
Every community education effort will, after all, be defined by the
unique characteristics and needs of the community It seeks to serve,
and the tri-state region's needs are as unique as that of any other.
With this caveat In mind, we offer some guidelines and conclusions
which we hope will Interest community educators and other readers.
The most critical feature of any community education effort
lies In the definition of the problem which the community educator
seeks to address. To succeed, the educator's sense of community needs
must be real and must be shared. It Is not enough to launch a "crusade"
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on individual will. However dedicated one may be - the crusade must
be needed, and some nascent support for it must exist.
The ease or difficulty with which this problem definition can
be accomplished will vary greatly from situation to situation. In the
environmental field, the problem definition may be a matter of public
safety such as community mobilization in response to coastal erosion
or risk of river flooding. Or, as was the case with the Regional Self-
Reliance Project, it may be a less-immediately-visible issue: deple-
tion of forestry resources and a gradual lessening of environmental
quality. The community educator needs to gauge his/her planning to the
nature and timing of the problem.
The Regional Self-Reliance Project approached its problem defi-
nition by convening a Community Steering Committee which helped to
identify the issue Antioch would address and the work agenda it would
adopt to address it. The objectives of the first year program were
limited: build recognition for Antioch's involvement; popularize the
concept of regional self-reliance; identify and disseminate information
of the fuelwood resource-base available to the tri-state region, and
suggest actions that could be taken to manage the resource.
Wood energy was and is a "pocketbook" issue in rural New
England. Few concerns are more profound than keeping warm in a cold
climate. The ancillary concern - the community-wide concern - that
Antioch chose as its focus: measured wood energy development which
would protect environmental quality, was slightly ahead of most
people's interests. Antioch had to draw out public interest in this
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topic and carry people's individual concerns out into a slightly
broader definition. The Regional Self-Reliance Project succeeded in
this objective because of the base of public concern in the wood energy
topic and because of people's willingness to slightly expand their
interests when informed of the risks and benefits of widespread wood
energy development.
The presence of a Community Steering Committee assisted Anti-
och's effort in a more subtle, but no less important dimension: the
Community Steering Committee granted a legitimacy to the Regional Self-
Reliance Project. The willingness of highly-visible and well-regarded
local leaders to identify themselves with the Project helped attest
to the effort's credibility and importance. The mantle of an institu-
tion of higher education, however well regarded, was in Antioch's case,
not sufficient to insure acceptance. With its Steering Committee,
Antioch's work was made much easier. To succeed, a community educa-
tion effort should have a similar "grounding."
In its work around the topic of wood energy development, the
Regional Self-Reliance Project was careful to respect the efforts of
existing institutions. As Project Director, the author, invested con-
siderable time communicating with groups such as: the Society for the
Protection of New Hampshire Forests, the Franklin County Energy Pro-
ject, the Cooperative Extension Service, and other university resource
programs such as those at Dartmouth and the University of Vermont.
The Regional Self-Reliance Project also maintained close contact with
government agencies at the state and local levels.
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The Project could not afford to duplicate or be perceived as
duplicating existing services: Antioch did not want to compete with
ongoing programs in the region.
Antioch sought to offer a unique contribution to the field.
Its work to determine the fuelwood resources extant in the tri-state
region was not only new, it allowed the Regional Self-Reliance Project
to attract public interest with tangible information.
A successful effort in community education will depend on meet-
ing a felt community need that has not been met before. Such an act
is, by definition, frequently an indictment on existing public service
institutions. These instutions therefore, which often exercise con-
siderable influence, cannot be ignored or unnecessarily aggravated. By
recognizing the agendas of these institutions and carving out a unique
work agenda, a new community education effort is far more likely to
succeed.
It is absolutely vital that community education efforts account
for existing institutional priorities should they be in a position to
affect the project's outcome. It is not necessary to defer to these
interests - which may, in fact, contribute to the problem one is trying
to solve - but the community educator can ill afford to antagonize
them either.
The Regional Self-Reliance Project designed its educational
program for several distinctive audiences. The Regional Self-Reliance
Project's educational slide/tape show was produced for the general
public and shown before a wide-range of audiences. The Project s
commercial-scale wood energy technology workshops were specially-
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designed for the region's small businesses. In the case of the Assess-
ment report, the author, on behalf of the Antioch program, devised three
presentations for three different audiences.
The Assessment itself was written in a clear, academic style -
it was designed for decisionmakers and persons professionally involved
in wood energy and the forestry field. The lecture and comic book pre-
sentation of the Assessment were designed for less-sophisticated audi-
ences. They were closer to the information needs and interests of the
wood-burning general public and typical small-acreage forestland owners.
The comic book (as we have described) was mailed to randomly-selected
members of the general public residing in Cheshire County and the lec-
ture was presented to a self-selected audience convened at Antioch for
a public forum entitled: "The Future of Wood Energy."
Each audience received its version of the Assessment positively.
For instance, an article in Rain magazine, a national publication de-
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voted to appropriate technology, lauded the Assessment and the re-
sponse to the comic book and forum presentations of the report have
already been reported.
The Regional Self-Reliance Project's success may be traceable
to its willingness to independently educate various segments of the
community: professionals, opinionmakers and community leaders, and
members of the general public. The information was tailored to the
audiences it sought to reach. A community education effort is more
likely to achieve a widespread impact if it identifies the audiences
it seeks to influence and adjusts its presentation accordingly.
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These are several general lessons for community educators dem-
onstrated in the Regional Self-Reliance Project. Application of these
guidelines may vary depending on circumstance, but it is likely that
a successful effort in community education will include some adaptation
of them.
Conclusions from Research Model
A discussion of the findings of the author's research effort
to identify the comparative results of the survey of forum partici-
pants and randomly-selected participants are described below.
The two audiences which were introduced to two comparable yet
divergent summary versions of the Assessment which differed from one
another in several respects. The audiences also differed from one
another in measurable ways. As we have previously indicated, the forum
group was generally younger, better educated, wealthier; they also
^owned more forestland. In addition, the forum group demonstrated more
sympathy with the goals of the Regional Self-Reliance Project on their
pre-test than did the randomly-selected group. For its part, the ran-
dom group demonstrated its own level of sophistication about wood en-
ergy use (they had relied on it longer than had the forum group for
instance) andagenuine interest in the material presented.
The group that traveled to the Antioch-sponsored event on a
weekday evening night was composed of opinionmakers in Cheshire
County. Large landowners, academics, newspapers journalists, leading
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foresters, and public advocates were in attendance. The group may be
fairly described as a local elite - especially in respect to forestry
issues.
The random group, identified by random sample and contacted by
telephone and through the mails, was a cross section of Cheshire County
residents relying on wood for space heat. The random group, for its
part, may be fairly described as representative of the local general
public.
Each group was moved by the presentations made to them. The
random group for instance, adjusted its concern for the future of the
region's forests, while many members of the forum group indicated that
they would season their cordwood for longer periods. Both results can
be attributed to the comic book and lecture presentations respectively.
The lecture succeeded for those who attended it just as the
comic book was successful for those who agreed to read and comment on
it. The comic book, however, may be of greater interest to community
educators.
It is frequently difficult to achieve broad-based participation
in all but the most urgent community issues. Too often, "everyday
people" exercise their citizenship only on election day. The passive
disposition of many people poses a real challenge to the community
educator. He or she wants to generate interest in the issue being
brought before the community and it is frustrating when few partici-
pate.
The problem may not be in lack of interest, but in people's
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willingness to exchange time in order to exercise it. Attending a
public meeting is difficult for many people and making the commitment
of time that is normally required is usually limited to those who are
the most interested. Our research suggests that in matters of genuine
public concern — such as wood energy in New England — people will parti-
cipate in a community education program if they don't have to leave
their homes to do so.
The Regional Self-Reliance Project's comic book worked effec-
tively as an instrument of community education with the audience it
was designed to inform — randomly-selected members of the general pub-
lic. As we have previously indicated, random group members' altered
their views on many of the pre- and post-test questions as a result of
the intervention.
The appeal of the comic book direct mail format is related to
various factors. Not only did it allow recipients to review the ma-
terial at their own pace and at their own convenience, it arrived after
a personal phone call. A short phone interview proceeded mailing of
the comic book. Moreover, survey participants were asked if they
would be willing to review the comic book (and accept a small sum -
$2.00 - for agreeing to participate). This preliminary contact cer-
tainly contributed to the comic book's success, helping to distinguish
it from the load of "junk mail" people receive daily.
Another factor in the booklet's success was the illustrations
used in the presentation. The highly-visual nature of the comic book
assured that it would be appealing, easy to read and to digest.
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Several random group participants commented favorably on the graphics'
impact. While they were extremely simple, it's fair to conclude that
the illustrations did help to invite the reader to review the comic
and its concisely-written material.
It is noteworthy to mention that not a single member of the
random group attended the forum session despite the fact that they were
subjected to the same promotional campaign as other residents of the
tri -state region. (The fact that members of the random group were con-
tacted for the pre-test portion of the survey before the October 10
session would probably contribute to their knowledge of it). At risk
of belaboring the point, members of the random group were clearly not
willing to attend a meeting on the wood energy topic, but were suffi-
ciently interested in the material sent them to respond favorably to
it.
In reviewing the lecture presentation several explanations can
be attributed to its success. Foremost among these is that the program
was an appropriate vehicle for the audience it was designed to reach --
opini onmakers of Cheshire County. The overall results of the forum
program indicate that it succeeded in reaching forum participants.
The illustrated lecture developed for the forum was wel 1- received;
several participants commented favorably on it on the open-ended por-
tion of the post-test questionnaire.
Public meetings can work effectively in community education
programs as long as organizers recognize who is likely to attend.
Meetings on issues of community concern will generally attract
people
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who are already interested (at some level) in the topic. Their will-
ingness to attend a public meeting testifies to their a priori interest.
But community gatherings are also excellent opportunities for attract-
ing community leaders or people who perceive themselves as leaders.
By attending they can enhance their status and finding a means for in-
volving them in the program will, of course, contribute to their sense
of self-worth.
The successful community education program will convey a sense
that the program is important and that the issue is worth being involved
in. Opinionmakers can contribute to transmitting this intangible
sense. In addition, their participation frequently draws media atten-
tion attracting wider interest as it further enhances the status value
so important to a successful event.
Effective community education programs can cultivate local
interest in their activities by conducting public meetings. They can
al so recrui t widespread interests in their efforts by reaching out to
persons who may be interested in the topic, but who resist attending
public functions. Direct mailing campaigns with concise and clearly-
written materials are one mechanism to achieve broad public contact.
Other successful methods rely on radio and/or televsion, but access
to these media can be expensive and lack the durable, privatized
quality print offers. Our research demonstrates the effectiveness of
both techniques in community education programs.
In closing this discussion, we speculate on the impact the
print and meeting presentations may have had if the forum group
had received the comic book and the random group had been solici-
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ted to attend the public forum.
The former option is essentially mute: it is unlikely that
random group members would have attended the forum short of being per-
sonally chauffered to and from the event. Had they been able to
attend, they probably would have enjoyed the program and found the
information presented there as useful as they found the comic book
they actually received.
In contrast, we suggest that far fewer individuals from among
the forum group would have reviewed the comic book had that opportunity
been offered to them. Participants from the forum group would have
rejected the comic book presentation as juvenile, criticized it for
its simplicity, or otherwise resisted it. Few would have taken it as
seriously as they did the same material when it was packaged in an
illustrated lecture before an audience of 50 (which included them-
selves).
To carry this speculation further, the reason behind the forum
group's likely resistance to the comic book would probably hinge on
two issues: scarcity of time and a resistance to mail solicitation
which does not address them from the standpoint of their standing in
the community or reinforce their sense of status. Both of these con-
cerns are addressed in a meeting format. The time issue is implicitly
resolved: "If I attended the meeting it must be important." A public
meeting conceived with these needs in mind permits ample time for
participants to be seen by others in attendance and to be perceived
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as "actors" in an important issue of community concern.
Recommendations for Additional Research
There are many opportunities for additional research in the
field of community education. The present study has contributed to the
field of community education in matters of environmental consequence,
specifically indigenous energy development, but the growing interest
and increasing importance of resource-related concerns will command
expanded involvement in this field on the part of educators.
Some of the questions that could usefully be addressed by
researchers include the following:
- How do communities define their "sense of place?"
- To what extent are non-political ly recognized boundaries
such as neighborhoods and watersheds, for instance, recog-
nized by Americans as important?
- What kinds of educational activities can facilitate devel-
opment in these communities?
- How do Americans define their resource needs?
- To what extent do they relate community needs to fuel
shortages and their own personal efforts to contend with
them?
- What priority do people give to values such as aesthetics
when placed against development of indigenous physical
resources that may disturb aesthetic values?
- How do people respond to media-based educational programs?
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- Will new commmuni cations technologies such as cable televi-
sion serve as effective tools in community education?
Additional questions which could be addressed by future re-
searchers in the field of community education include:
- What kinds of institutions can be effective sponsors of
community education programs?
- What training is required in the community education field?
- How can people's interest be focused around resource issues
when danger is neither imminent or the results of inaction
potentially disasterous?
- How are truly broadly-based coalitions for social change
formed? What are the principles to help community educators
interested in establishing such coalitions in local conniun-
ities?
Future researchers will undoubtedly benefit from cross-disci-
plinary research with sociologists, anthropologists, and others working
in fields related to education.
In the specific case of educators concerned with matters of
environmental consequence, a close review of grassroots educational
efforts (which are generally not led by professional educators) will
yield many worthwhile results. A considerable amount of activity has
been undertaken in recent years in community-based energy and environ-
mental education which has not made its way into educational research
journals. Analysis of these activities, successful and otherwise,
will contribute to a better appreciation of the environmentally-
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oriented subfields of community education.
In addition, community educators should not overlook the prin-
cipal educational infrastructure of every American community: public
and private schools. A modified version of the Regional Self-Reliance
Project, for example, may well have been effective in the context of a
geography or current affairs curriculum. And if arrangements can be
made, adults may be effectively reached and even involved along with
their school-age children.
While the research agenda in community education in matters
of environmental consequence is wide open, it must be said that
research will not enhance actual efforts in this field if far less
"scientific" elements are lacking. One prequisite to leadership in a
community education effort (at least as we have described it here)
should be fundamental respect for the program's participants. The
educator needs to respect the goals of the participants in a community
education effort. She/he must be prepared to defer to their judgment
should a split between "facilitator" and "facilitated" be manifested.
This is a difficult commitment and yet it is essential.
Frank Adams documented the core of this sense of commitment
when writing about the Highland Folk School, a much-acclaimed alter-
native school /community:
People learn unity by acting in unit. They learn democracy by
acting democratically. And each time they do these things as
a result of experiences at Highlander (School) they both renew
their capacity to act in these ways again and demonstrate the
process of education in action. Talk about this distorts, and
is one step removed from the essential element — the people
themselves doing. Writing words about the process is two steps
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removed. Education at Highlander is a synthesis of person,
group, time, place, purpose, and problem.
The ideal educational vision Adams describes should be at the
core of every community education program whether it is achieved or
not.
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FOOTNOTES
1) Among the now extensive literature devoted to these thems, I call
the reader to the attention of two of the most important, and a
third much more popularized addition to this field of inquiry:
Barney, Dennis, et al. The Global 2000 Report to the President:
Entering the 21st Century. U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, DC, 1980.
Meadows, Dennis, et al. Limits to Growth. Universe Books. New
York, 1972
Yergin, Daniel. Energy Future. Random House, New York, 1979.
2) Koster, Francis. "Pulling Together," The Energy Consumer. Depart-
ment of Energy, Washington, DC, October/November, 1980.
3) Dale, Duane & Mitiguy, Nancy. Planning for a Change
,
Citizen
Involvement Training Project, University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, 1978.
4) Tri -State Regional Fuel wood Resource: An Assessment . Regional
Self-Reliance Project, Antioch/New England Graduate School,
Keene, NH, 1980.
5) This conclusion was reached largely as a result of conversations
with several colleagues including: James Masker, National Center
for Appropriate Technology; Dr. W. Brett Parent, California
Office of Appropriate Technology; Randi Lornell, Solar Energy
Research Institute; Francis Koster, energy consultant.
6) Warshall, Peter. "Watershed Conciousness," Co-Evolution Quarterly ,
Whole Earth Catalog, Spring, 1976.
7) Loughran, Elizabeth. "Community Education in Context (Draft),"
Community Education Resource Center, University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, MA, 1981.
8) Minzey, Jack and LeTarte, Clyde, 1972 as quoted in Loughran,
Ibid.
9) VanNess, Ross. "In Search of the Community Education Concept,"
Institute for Community Education, Ball State University,
Muncie, IN, 1981.
10) Loughran, op. cit.
11) Minzey, Jack with LeTarte, Clyde. Community Education: From
Program to Process , Pendall Press, Midland, MI, 1972, Page 275.
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12) Mitchsll, Janes. Cornmunity Response to Coastal Erosio n Univer-
sity of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1974.
’
13) Mitchell, op. cit. Page 18.
14) Mitchell, op. cit. Page 156.
15) Mitchell, op. cit. Page 177.
16) Borton, Thomas and Warner, Katherine. "Involving Citizens in
Water Resources Planning: The Communication-Participation Experi-
ment in the Susquehanna River Basin," Environment and Behavior,
III (1971).
17) Borton, op. cit. Page 304.
18) Borton, op. cit. Page 284.
19) Conversation with Francis Koster, November 12, 1981.
20) Okagaki
,
Alan with Benson, Jim. County Energy Plan Guidebook -
Creating a Renewable Energy Future . Institute for Ecological
Policies, Arlington, VA, 1979.
21) Benson, Jim. "Constituency Building Through Energy Planning,"
Alternatives Sources of Energy
, 49, 1981. Page 24.
22) Benson, Ibid. Page 21.
23) Groundwork - Energy Planning in Franklin Through Energy Planning,
U.S. Department of Energy and Franklin County (MA) Commissioners,
1980.
24) Gery, Michael. "Franklin County: An Inside View," Alternative
Sources of Energy
, 49, 1981.
25) This conclusion was reached largely as a result of conversations
with several colleagues including: Dr. Jake Plante, U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy; Tom Tomasi
,
California Office of Appropriate
Technology; Amory Lovins, Friends of the Earth; Hazel Henderson,
author and futurist.
26) Davis Enterprise , September 12, 1981.
27) Tri -State Region Fuelwood Resources: An Assessment , op. cit.
Page 9.
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28) The Regional Self-Reliance Staff was comprised as follows:
Robert Kahn, Director
Shawn Donovan, Assistant Director
Virginia Peart, Administrative Assistant
Tim Flanagan, Research Assistant
Richard Donavan, Research Assistant
Mitchell Thomashown, Policy Coordinator
Duane Dale, Evaluation Consultant.
29) Tri-State Regional Fuelwood Resource: An Assessment, op. cit.
Page 20.
30) Ibid. Page 20.
31 ) Ibid. Page 20.
32) Minutes of the Regional Self-Reliance Project Community Steering
Committee. October 10, 1979.
33) Greenfield Recorder
,
June 3, 1980.
34) Keene Sentinel
,
October 30, 1981.
35) Final Evaluation Report of the Regional Self-Reliance Project
submitted to the National Science Foundation, October 29, 1980.
36) This conclusion was reached largely as a result of conversations
with several colleagues including: Dr. Steven Morgan, New England
Energy Congress; Dr. Colin High, Dartmouth College; Ted Cady,
Berkshire-Frankl in Resource and Conservation District; Tom Ewing,
New England Regional Commission.
37) Reidel, Carl. Statement before U.S. Senate Appropriations Sub-
committee on Interior, Randolph, VT. October 8, 1979.
38) Tri-State Regional Fuelwood Resource: An Assessment , op. cit.
Page 20.
39) Ibid. Page 21
.
40) Ibid. Page 21
41) Ibid. Page 23
42) Ibid. Page 26.
43) Renewable Resources for Industrial Materials . National Academy
of Sciences, Washington, DC, 1976. Page 8.
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44) Tri-State Regional Fuelwood Resource: An Assessment, op. cit.
Page 74.
45) Ibid. Page 31
.
46) Ibid. Page 37.
47) Ibid. Page 48.
43) Ibid. Page 65.
49) Ibid. Page 65.
50) Ibid. Page 75.
51 ) Franklin County Energy Study: A Renewable Energy Future . Future
Studies Program, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, 1978.
52) Low Energy Future for the United States . Department of Energy,
Washington, DC, June, 1980.
53) Tri -State Regional Fuelwood Resource: An Assessment , op. cit.
Page 10.
54) "Fuelwood Resources of the Tri -State Region," Soft-Aware
Associates, Inc., Marlborough, NH, (comic Book), 1980. Page 3.
See Appendix II.
55) Ibid. Page 13.
56) Ibid. Page 13.
57) Ibid. Page 15.
58) Stuart, Craig. "Household Fuelwood Use and Procurement in
Franklin County," Franklin Community Action Corp., Turner Falls,
MA, 1978.
59) Harper, Carolyn, "Heating with Wood in Massachusetts Households,"
Berkshire-Frankl in Resource Conservation and Development Commis-
sion, January, 1980.
60) Conversation with Mitchell Thomashow, October 11, 1980.
61) Tri-State Regional Fuelwood Resource: An Assessment , op. cit.
Page 29.
62)
Rain: Journal of Appropriate Technology, January, 1982.
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1
QUESTIONAIRE - A
Part I: This first section of the questionaire asks questions about your
residence and household.
Q-1 IVhat type of residence do you live in?
1. single family house
2. two- family house
3. apartment in house
4. apartment in apartment building
Q-2 Do you own or rent your residence?
1 . own
2. rent
Q-3 Is this residence your primary residence?
1
.
yes
2. no
Q-4 Approximately how large (in square feet) are your living quarters?
square feet
Q-5 In what year (approximately) was your residence built?
Q-6 How long have you lived at this residence?
_years
Q-7 How many people live in your household on a permanent basis?
Q-8 During the past year, was your total household income before
taxes. .
.
1. less than $8,000
2. $8,000 to $20,000
3. greater than $20,000
4. unsure
5. do not wish to answer
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Q-9 Has your household undertaken energy consorvat
present residence? Please answer yes or no to
1. insulation
2. storm windows or thermopanes
3. caulking or weatherstripping
4. furnace adjustment
5. solar installation
ion improvements on your
each of the following
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
6.
other:
Part II; This section of the questionnaire asks about your household's
wood burning usage. The following questions deal only with
your use of wood for household heating. (Exclude hot water heating
or cooking with wood.)
Q-10 Give your best estimate of how much of your household heating is
provided by wood.
1 . 100%
2. more than 75%, but not all
3. between 50% to 75%
4. between 25% to 50%
5. less than 25%
6. unsure
Q-11 What type of wood-burning heating appliance(s) do you use?
1. fireplace
2. furnace or boiler
3. stove
Q-12 IF STOVE, how many do you use?
0-13 IF STOVE, how many are air-tight?
Q-14 IF STOVE, have you considered purchasing a centralized, residential
wood heating system, such as a boiler or furnace?
1
.
yes
2. no
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Q-15 How many years have you been burning wood to heat this residence?
yea.Ts
Q-16 How many cords of wood did you bum in the last heating season(1979-80)? (We are defining a cord as 4 x 4 x 8 feet.)
cords
Q-17 How long is your fuelwood typically seasoned before burning?
1. less than 6 months
2. 6 months to a year
3. one year or more
Q-18 How did you secure your fuelwood during the last heating season
(1979-80)? Answer yes or no to each of the following;
1. from land owned by household Yes No
2. from friend or relative's land Yes No
3. from public land Yes No
4. from wood retailer Yes No
5. from sawmill Yes No
6. other source:
Part III: This section of the questionnaire deals with the management
of wood on your property.
Q-19 First, do you own 5 or more acres of land in New England?
' < 1. yes IF YES, please answer Q-20 to Q-25 below
2. no > IF NO, GO to Q-28
.Q-20 In what county(ies) and State(s) is this land located?
-Q-21
->Q-22
V
How much land do you own?
^acres
Approximately how much of the land you own is forested?
1. more than 75%
2. between 50 to 75%
3. between 25 to 50%
4. less than 25%
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How much of the land you own adjoins your house lot?
acres
We have a list of potential uses for the land you own. Please
rate each in terms of its importance to you.
very
not important
at allaesthetic or
important important
recreational 3 2 1
fuelwood 3 2 1
investment 3 2 1
timber production 3 2 1
agricultural production 3 2 1
How do
land?
you and members of household presently use
Answer yes or no to each of the following:
the wood on your
1. cut fuelwood for household consumption Yes No -
2. cut fuelwood for sale to others Yes No
3. cut timber for household consumption Yes No
4. cut timber for sale to others Yes No -
ANSWER questions Q-26 and Q-27 if you answered yes to any of the
items above, if not go to Q-28 directly.
Q-26 Were the trees felled marked by a professional forester?
1. yes
2. no
Q-27 Have you ever retained a professional forester to help you ?
1. yes
2 . no
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Q 28 In your opinion, do you think there may be serious negative effects
on the area's forests as a result of long-term reliance on wood energy?
1. yes
2. no
3. unsure
This final section of the questinnaire asks for specific
information about you.
Q-29 Sex:
1. male
2. female
Q-30 Occupation:
Q-31 Schooling:
1. less than 12 years
2. completed high school
3, some college or 2 yr. technical school
4. completed 4 yr. college
Q-3 2
5.
Age:
post-graduate course work or degree
years
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This concludes the first portion of our survey. Thank you very
much for your assistance. In the next several days you will receive
a free copy of an illustrated pamphlet, which describes information
about the amount of fuelwood we have available in our area.
With the pamphlet, we will sent another, shorter questionnaire.
Please read the pamphlet first. Then answer and return the
questionnaire to us. We will send $2 along for your time. Will
you be willing to read and comment on the pamphlet?
Shall we mail it to?
Name
Address
Thank you very much for your time.
********************************
•sir********************
Interviewer's name
Interview completion date
Any particular problems or comments you feel are important
to
show about this interview?
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QUEST IONA I RE B
Part I: This first section of Questionaire B asks questions about your
residence and household.
Q-1 Over the^next three years, which of the following types of energy
conservation improvements will your household undertake? Please answer
yes or no to each of the following;
1. insulation Yes No
2. storm windows Yes No
3. caulking or weatherstripping Yes No
4. regularly make furnace adjustments Yes No
5. solar installation Yes No
6. no improvements Yes No
7. other:
How
over
likely will your household be to undertake the
the next three years?
following actions
very
likely
consistently use wood
likely
not
likely
not at all
likely
seasoned at least 12
months
purchase a centralized
wood heat system, such
as furnace or boiler
use an alternate solid
fuel, such as coal
stop using wood as an
energy source
Q-3 liow many cords of wood do you estimate your household will use to
heat your residence during the 1983-1984 heating season? (We are
defining a cord as 4 x 4 x 8 feet.)
cords
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Q-4 Would you be willing to hire a professional forester to select
fuelwood trees on your land prior to your next fuelwood harvest?
1. yes
2. no
3. unsure
4. not applicable
Q-5 From which of the following sources do you expect to secure your
fuelwood over the next three years? (Circle all that apply.)
1. from land owned by household
2. from friend or relative's land
3. from public land
4. from wood retailer
5. from sawmill
6. other source:
Part II: This section of the questionnaire asks for your opinions on
the future use of our area's forests. Please answer for yourself
personally .
Q-6 Do you think there may be serious negative effects on the area's
forests as a result of long-term reliance on wood energy?
1. yes
2. no
3. unsure
Q-7 Do you believe that action should be taken in our
manage the future use of wood resources?
area to plan or
1. yes, more planning is required
2. no, leave things the way they are
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Q-8 If you answered yes to Q-7, which of the following groups do you
of
to
the forests and wood resources in our area?
each of the following:
Please answer
1. landowners Yes No
2. non-profit civic organizations concerned
with with forestry issues Yes No
3. local businesses and industries Yes No
4. town government Yes No
5. state government Yes No
6. federal government Yes No
Q-9 Assuming that technology can enable us to use wood to perform the
following tasks, how would you rank them each in relative importance?
(These are listed in alphabetical order.)
Fuels for local industries and businesses
Generating Electricity
Liquid fuel for vehicular transport
Residential heat and hot water
Part III: This section of the questionnaire asks for your comments on the
presentation of the Forum.
Q-10 How did you find the presentation of information about wood energy
and forest resources?
The information provided was:
1. too technical
2. just about the right technical level
3. not technical enough
The presentation was:
1. confusing and difficult to follow; many changes needed
2. usually clear and understandable; but some parts need changing
3. always clear and easy to follow; no changes required
Can you elaborate upon your answers to Q-10, citing specific
strengths
or problems with the presentation?
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Q-11 Was the information presented.
. . .
1. often new and surprising to you
2. somewhat new and surprising
3. not new or surprising at all; did not really learn anything
Q-12 If you selected (1) or (2) above, what specifically did you find
new, surprising, or informational about what was presented?
To what extent do you think the information provided is of importance
to the following;
Very Not Import .
Important ant at al I Unsure
to you personally 5 4 3 2 I 6
to your town 5 4 3 2 1 6
to Cheshire County 5 4 3 2 I 6
to the surrounding
tri-state region 5 4 3 2 1 6
to New England 5 4 3 2 1 6
Q-14 Tlie space below is reserved for your general comments on the Forum.
Peel free to communicate any reactions or suggestions that you may
have
.
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Part IV. This final section asks for specific information about you
Q-15 Sex;
1. male
2. female
Q-16 Occupation:
Q-17 Schooling:
1. less than 12 years
2. completed high school
3. some college or 2 yr. technical school
4. completed 4 yr. college
5. post-graduate course work or degree
Q-18 Date of birth in month, day and year. (This information is very
important for coding of questionnaires.)
Month Day Year
APPENDIX II
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FUELWOOT) RESOURCES
OF THE
O TRI-STATE REGION
*^mHg
hUnkuj* ^0.
fiftEENH^D
^>«rEWa
THE THREE COUNTY, TRh
bTATE REGION OF THE
MHO- CONNECTICUT RIVER
VALLEY IE 80% fCRESTED.
AS /N OTHER PARTS OP
RURAL NEW ENGLAND, IHE
USE OF WOOD FDR ENERG/
'5 PREVALENTHERE.
MANY EXPERTS EXPECT
THE USE OF WOOD FOR
FUEL TO EXPAND.
7^HOW MUCH FuELWOOD
IS AVAILABLE/N THIS
TRI- STATE REGION?
WILL THERE BE ENOUGH
WOOD I'D MEET FUTURE
demand?
^ WHAT WILL BE THE
!=UTUREOF WOOD
energy^
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NE^ EN6\..\Nti 5 ENEKGV IS NAUCH WOKSE N^T\Dl\l'S A.S AWHOLE. WE NEW EN6L^^NbERS ARE LITERALLY AT THE ENL CF ^HE NAT\0(MAlRESOURCE P\?EL1NE5. THIS Ti\5PARny HAS CLEAR ECONDNWC RESULTS' NEWENG'uANDERS PAY 25Wi MORE FOR THElR ENERGY THAN bO 0THEr\1\ER^\CanS
80 '/.
L).S. ENERGY NEW EN6LANL ENERGY
from oil from OIL
U.G, IMPORTED
OIL
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NEW ENGLAND IMPORTED
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THIS PAMPHLET \S BASED IN PART ON (RESEARCH CONDUCTED RV THE REGIONAL
SELF-RELIANCE PROLECT Of ANT\0CH/K1EW ENGLAND GRADUATE SCHOOL, KEENE, Kl.H.
©SOFT' AWARE ASSOCIATES, INC, lH80
MARUROROUGh, N,H.
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fORTOMKTELV FOR NEW ENGlA.MDeR5, THE SEVEN bTME REG.\ON EN^^CVS ?lf.HT\FliL
FOREST RESOURCES. ^ PORT\ON OR TH\S RESOURCE CAKi RE SENS\E>LS USETi ^S FuEl
KND ^A^NV NEW ENGLNN'i) HOUSEHOLDS ^LRE^DV RELV ON WOOS ^S ^N MTER-
NA.TWE TO RAYING IMfOSS^RLE 0\L A.NS ELECTRIC HEATING RILLS.
NO ONE WANTS TO AEUSE OUR FORESTS AS A RESULT OF TH\S SEPENSENCE ON
WOOD ENERGY. AND EVEN \F WE WERE TO "M\NE " OUR FORESTS '^OR ThEIR ENERGY
VALUE, WE REALLY WOULDN'T GET VERY MUCH FOR.THE ENV\RCNAAENTAL DAMAGE
WE WOULD HAVE CREAT-RD.
WERE '/VE TO clear-cut ALL THE FORESTS \N THE THREE TRHSTATE COUNTIES,
WE WOULD HAVE ENOUGH ENERGY TO PROVIDE FOR NE'N ENGLAND'S ENT'.RE
ENERLOY NEEDS FOR GO DAYS.
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WHAT THEN 130 WE WANT TO USE OUP. fORESTS rOR ? RECREATION ? AESTHETic. ZWC'i-
W\£MT? WlLOLlfE HAbHAT 2 TlMRsER. PKDl3UCT\VlT7 ^ A\.L THESE TH\NGS ?UEl
WOO'D IT MAT EiE RGDS>\E>\-E TO HAVE IT ALL,
TIME^EK PRI3t)UCT\Y\Ty \S) OF PARTICULAR IMPORTANCE TO OUR LOCAL ECONOMY;
IT WILL PRCRAELV RECOME MORE SO FOR TWO REASONS. FIRST, EXPERTS PREl3\CT
THAT DEMANti FOR WOOD PRODUCTS WILL DOUELE OVER THE NE)rr 20 '/eARS,
SECOND; SINCE WOOD CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS ARE AT LEAST ^'4 TIMES MORE
ENERGY EFFICIENT THAN OTHER ?>UILD\N6 MATERIALS, WOOD CAN HELP MEf^
OUR ENERGY NEEDS WITHOUT oUST REING 'EURNED.
"HE GRAPHIC RE'JDW OLTYLlNES WHY FORESTERS SO OFTEN SUGGEST THAT
WE ‘NEVER RURN A TREE THAT IS GOOD FOR ANY OTHER FURPOSE!'
THE HIGHER USES OF WOOD HAVE A GREATER ECONOMIC MARKE"
' PAN THE
lower uses.
-H-
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rAUST OUR N£Lt) FOR FoELWOOO COKAPETE W\TH IME RRDbUCT'.ON OP T\W\BER AMt
THE OTHER FOREST VA.LUES WE ENOOV ? \FTHE EMER^V CR\EIS WORSENS, WILL wE
ignore these values ANb RAVAGE OUR WDOlSS TO REET WARM? NEW EN6LANt>'S
Forests have eeen over-out eeeore they v^av wellee agmn.
A STuCiY /AT ANT\0CH/NEW ESlGLAMb GRADUATE SCHOOL RECENTLY SOUGHT TO
lEENTlFT -- WITH THE EEST AVA.lLAELt TlATA'- THE FUELWCOCi RESOURCES OF
THE TR\-S)TATE region WHICH COULD EE TAPPED WITHOUT DANAAGING, ANb
EVEN IKAPROVING, OUR SORROUMblNE FORESTS.
fUELWOOb TREES ARE TREES WHICH CANMCT EE OSED FDK OTHER ECONOMIC
PURPOSES.THE TREE ON THE LEFT IS A'FUELWOOb TREE" WHILE THE OTHER
COULD NAAKE excellent lUMEER dr furniture stock, for EICAMPLt
.
AfcOUT &0% OF THE TRI-STATE REGIONS ^REES ARE OF Tl^AbER 6RN0E. TODAY, TOO
NAANV NEW ENCLANDERS ARE CUTTING ^HE "GOOD GROWERS" FDR FUELWDOD AND
LEAVING the "ROUGH" AND'RCTTEN" TREES EEHINb. THIS'S ENTIRELY EACKVVARDS.
EVEN THOUGH THE TREES WITHTviE CLEAR, STRAIGHT TRUNKS ARE EASIEI^ lO ^^LA/
RLCK'U? AND SPLIT, THEIR SALE TO A SAWMILL EITHeK iODAY OR TOMORROW 'jUOULD
YIELD THE LANDOWNER A MUCH SETTER RETURN.
lv\EANWHII_E ,THE RENVOVAl OF THE FUELWDOD TREE WILL DENEFT THE
GOOD GROWERS LEFT F^EHlND.
- 5 -
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ANDTHf? PnTl KAtcn TR£E6 WHICH CflfTPFTE WITH CNE
™n Lk° U6HT,N0TR\EN1S KNIi SO ON- iENSlfeLY CUT =0R r.fL
Q^?}'' THE5E AT THIS STK6E WILL \NA'?R£Wf THE CHAlMCES Of THE
A. PROPES-blDNAL fORESTER iS ^LW^Y3 WORTH C0N3ULT\M6 WITH BEfoRE SELECT-
'N6 TREES FOR REMOVAL -- WHATEVER THE KEAEDN,
often SAPL1N6 TREES APREAK \N A SIMILAR CDNt>\T\OM. INTHIS CASE THEY ARE
3EST LEFT ALONE ANt) AHOULS NOT EE THDUOHT OF AS FUELWOOb TREES •• IT IS
OFTEN Difficult to harvest one whhout tv\N\A6iN6 others ans safunos
often act as "trainers" for one another assuring the survival dF at
.EAET scale GOOb 6RDW1NG TREES.
- b -
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wildlife '6 MFOrTKNT FEATURE OF OUR fOKEfiT RESOURCE.TRE^ =^OV\bE
A^i\^AALS IMOT ONLV WITH HOMES, ?>OT WITH F0RA6E AS WELL, A TRA.MTIONAL ElLE
OF THUMft \S THAT S TO 6, "WiLbUEER" TREES EE L.EFT ON ANV FoRESTETi ACRE,
AT LEAST TH\S MANY SHOULD E.E RESERVED IN ANY EUELWOOb OKTlM&ER hajlvEST
EVEN \E THESE TREES HAVE VALUE AS T\ME)ER OR FUEUWODD.
DIVERSITY OF TREE SFEOESCeDTH HARbWOOD AND SOFTWOOD') ON A SPECIFIC
SITE, IS ALSO IKAFORTANT TO FOReST MANAGEMENT FoR WlUbuFE NEEDS,
^HE .ANT\DC.H STUDY EXEMPTED FROM THEIR FUELWOOD RESOURCE EST\AAATE5
FOR wildlife HAEITAT ALL RDUOVH AND ROTTEN TREES OVER \S" IN D\AhAETER.
THE PRESENCE OF SOME FRUIT AND NLT-EEAR\NO TREES IN A FOREST STAND
WAS ALSO NOTED AS VITAL TO WILDlTE REQUIREMENTS.
-7 -
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rtOW INAANY FULLWOOD TREES H^V£ WE^ WTlOCH EST\NAWE1> THM THE TW- STATE TESlCN
AS A WHOLE HAS OVER 8,581,000 CORt)S Of EUElWOOb TREES. EOTH SOFT AVAt) HARDWOOS
trees were INCLUEjETS since whole-tree: harvesting W\ETHOt)S MOLU ?ERM\T THE
USE Of EQTH FORfUEL. ON A WE\GH'( E>ASlS, ICHCH POSSESS EQUIVALENT ENEROV
VALUES.
ANTIOCH FOUND THAT NOT ALL THESE TREES ARE ACC£SS\ELE. A SER\ES CFWsCOUWK
^A'JST BE NLADE TO REFLECT SUCH THINGS AS STEE? SLOPES, FUSLIC OWNERSHIP,
AND THEt)\S\NTERES'T OF SON\E FRWATE OWNERS IN HAVING THElR PCRESTLAND
CUT.
STEEP SLOPES ACCOUNT FOR \E% OF THE LAND AREA WITHIN CUR RESIGN. THIS
.AND, WITH SLOPES OF 2E% RISE IN lOoFEET DP RUN, CA.NNDT EE HARVESTED
ECONOMICALLY '-AT LEAST NOT FDR FUELWOOD, WHAT'S (MORE
,
THESE SLOPES
POSE REAL RISKS OF ERDSloN.
IN AN area where water IS SO PREVALENT" VOL CAN'T EE MORE THAN S NAILES
FROM A MASOR WATER CCORSE ANYWHERE IN THE TRH STATE REGION- - ERD'SIDN
IS .A REAL PRDELEM. The RESULTING SEDIMENTATION FROM CONVENTIONAL
CUTTING could SERIOUSLY JEOPARDIZE WATER QUALITY HERE.
- 8 -
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PUBLIC LAnT^S can also SEE'M AS UMH^NG ACCESS. WHILE llNAftE?- ANl) EVEM
-UELWOCt) HAPvVESTSDO OCCUR ON PUbUC LANb WANaOEIVENT 'UEC’SlCNS
THESE PROPERTIES ARE NAADE IN EiOSTONi
,
CDNCORb
,
^AD^\TPEL'.eR DR. E'/EM
\VASH\MOTON,l:).C. ANTlOCH CHOSE TO EXCLUbE "^HESE LAHb5 PROM THElR
INVEKTCKV 'SECAUSE ?UE)L\C fORESTS ^ERE ARE SO b\STANT EROM 'JLCAL COlNTROL.
:H all, some TR\- state REG\DtN aCRE3 ARE UNbER OUTSlbE CUR\S-
D1CT\D\N. This AMOUMTS to a \'h.S% b\SCQUNT ERONA OOR fUELWOOb TREES,
S\HQE THAT fvNLCH DV OUR FDRESTLAKlb \S CONTROLLEb S'V STATE, FEDERAL,
NAUN^ClPAL AGENCIES OR OTHER PURUC DR.GAM\2ATlOMS,
THE Pinal DISCOUNTS that ^AU5T BE INOCRFORATED IN ANV ESTIMATE OP OUR AVAIL-
ABLE PUELWOOD RESOURCE ARE THE PRWATE LANt) OWNERS WHO ?ROH\E\T CUTTING
OP
ANV H\ND ON THEIRPRDPERT'V. THESE PERSONS MAV LWE OOT DF STATE, b\STRUST 'J3C.'
GERS,OR SIMPLY RE UNlNTERESTEb IN SELLING TIMBER ORFUELWOflD; THE^
NAAV NOT
NEED THE MONEY OB KNOW HOW TO CONBUCT A SALE .
ANTIOCH ESTIMATED ^HAT BYo OP OUR FORESTLANDS WERE UNDER
SUCH OWNERSHIPS.
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^FTE^ \NCL0t>lM6 THEbf THREE l>lECOOMTb, OQR ''ST^MtjVNG FUE^.'AJOOl) REbObRCE '--
THC6E 'REES 'a/H\Ch WE tOULlb ^PRRDfR\^TEL'y USE FOR f'JEL-- MUKAEERS 5,6tC,0CC
IDRDS. WEIL Over iH. NWLIION ODTOS H^E)TD?)E SURTRACTEIj D\;t TO ft'cciE5^E\Ty
-actors.
'F WE IN\A6lWE IHAT XLLTHE^iE TREES WERE C.0T AME) STACKEO IN ONE '^EAR
AND DELWERED TO OOR HOMES, WE WOULD HAVE ENOUGH ROTENTWL ENERfeV'D
heat ALL OUR HOMES \N THE TR\- STATE REGION ENTIRELY WITH WOOD HEAT FOR
14 '^.ARS.
EUT OUR rUELWOOb RESOURCE \SNDT LIMITED TO FUELWOOb OR ROUGH AND
ROTTEN ("CULL") TREES AND ?DLET\MBER5 WHICH NEED THINNING. ThE REMO/AL
OF THIS one-time FUELWOOD RESOURCE- QNETiME EECAUSt THESE PooR QUALITY
T^EES ARE HERE DOE TO BAD FOREsT MANAiSENNENT FRACTICtS INTHE FAST -- WILL
NOT EE THE END OF OUR FUELWOOD RESOURCES. ANALYSTS
,
INCLUDING THOSE
AT ANTIOCH, IDENTIFT ANOTHER CATEGORY - THE SO- CALLED WASTES GEN-
ERATED EN The timber industry, these Too may comprise a logical
,
POTENTIAL FUELWOOD RESOURCE.
THE WASTES generated ARE TuUD-FOLD i MILL RESIDUES AND LOGGING
RESIDUES.
.
IN TIMBER LOGGING
,
SOME CD7o OF THE TREE (AEOVE THE STUM?!' IS USUALLY
left in the woods as ‘SLASH": TREE TO?5,LiNVES AND SMALL BRANCHES. THIS
"BIOMASS" MATERIAL COULD BE FORNED AS FUEL IF IT BECAME ECONOMICAL TO
REMOVE IT FOR FUELWOOD MARKETS . METHODS ARE INOlxj BEING DEVISED
TO DO THIS AND SO ANTIOCH CHOSE TO INCLUDE LOGGING RESIDUES IN ITS
ESTIMATES.
IN ihso.they estimated that bh,7oo cords of logging residues were
left behind in tri- state forests.
- 10 -
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JHERE \S ^ R\5K THM' RENAOVlMS bLiMW MDhG 'N\TH Th£ Tt^EE bEStREt)
SV mE CCMVENTIOMAI WO 0l> PRODUCT \hil)U^>TR\Ei> W\LL PAMA6E THE CR\T\CAL
CKENMCM OR "NUTRIEKT P00L5" IN THE FOREST 50\L. NO ONE NET KNOWS WHAT
TH\6 KlNt) Of INTEGRATEt) LOGGING WILL MEAN FOR SOIL QUALITY, EOT \T \S
generally ACCEPTEIO THAT THIS CAN SAFELY EE 'bONE FOR THE NEXT
SEVERAL 'bECADtS.
SAWMILL WASTES ARE ANOTHER A?PRDPR\ATE FUEL SDORCE. HERE ED% OF
THE -DELlVEREt) LD6 ENIOS U? AS CH\?S, SAWbUST, SLAbWOOt) OR ONOSAbLE
BARK, while NON'FUEL MARKETS DO EXIST FOR SOME OF TH\S MATER\AL, MViOH
Of \T COULb EE bWERTEt) FOR USE 'EY lNbOSTR\ES, bOS\NESSES DR RES\t)ENCES
RELVIN6 ON WOOb ENERGY
ANTIOCH CALCULATED THAT IN IRSO
,
a'T.SOO CORbS OF MNL WASTt WAS GEN-
ERAirb IN THE TRHSTATE REGION.
-11 -
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'NHEM IMDU'bTR'/ CO^A^\^iEI:> WiTn OUI^. SW\t5\NG CUELWOOD
?£t)QUP>C£ \Nlj t^NWvWC P^CT0RS SOCH AS Trt£ A^A0U^lT "V'^.Ees h.E?.£ T'fP\-
CMLV GROW EACH VEAR, DH'Ci IVAEN bO WE HAVE A REAL SEHSE Of WHAT CUR
'^UELwoot) Resource actoallv is.
ANTIOCH CONVERTED ALL TH\H INPORNAATIDN INTO AN EQUIVALENT OP 6.7
CORDS ?£R accessible TRHSTATE ACRE, IN \TS STUbV ANTIOCH bE-^RM\NEi),
THAT If THIS FUELWOOb RESOURCE WAS bEPLETEb EV Vzo Th EVERY YEAR FOR
THE NEXT 20 YEARS, WE WOULD HAVE ENOUGH ENERGY TO HEAT ALL OUR
HON\ES entirely WITH WOOD HEAT INTO HhE 21sT CENTURY, WE COULb bO
SO WITHOUT ENVIRdNIWENTAL T)AN\A6£, WITHOUT COrAPETINO WITH TIMBER
(VNARKETS; ANb ONLY WITH WOOD HARVESTED OFF PRIVATE LAND.
-II-
rR£SuNAE5 CUDS€ (100?6?AT\DNi t?.E.T'AjeEM TlhAtE?. \NbA/OOD ENER6V ^A^RKtT'S. THEIR HOPE \E TH/VT RENAOVAL OF F'JEUADC t) TREES --
other purpose - WILL l(^\PROVE “CHE ECONONA\C. VALUE OF
KE^\MNi\NG FOREST STANt>S. PRObuCTWITV W\LL EE ESiHA.NCEL), AnL THE
Region will engov excellent forests w\th trees tOo GOob to eorm.THE ECDNOlVl\C ANb ENERGV RELATEb P>ENEF\TS OF TH\S FUTURE
--lo TO SO
VEARS FROM TObAV-- W\LL FiE TP.EN\ENI>OUS,
NOT E'JERyONE,OF COURSE, WILL EE USING WOOb HOUSEHOLO HEATING. TobAV,
RDUGHLY hale the RESlbENCES HERE KELV ON T. AS A RESULT, FuELWOCt) W\LlSE
AVAILABLE FDR OTHER PURPOSES : FUELING OUR lNbUSTR\ES
,
GENERAT\N6 ELEC-
TR\C'TV,PRObUClNG LVQUTS FUELS FOR TRANSPORT ALONG WITH PRCVlblNG
FOR SPACE Heating.
THE QUESTION THAT NTUST EE bEClbEb IN THE NEXT SEVERAL SEARS, \S HQN OUR
FUELWODD WILL BE USEt). WE ^AUST CHOOSE THOSE ENERCV USES THAT ARE ^A0ST
lAAPoRTANT TO US SINCE WE WON'T BE ABLE To USE QOK AVA\LALlE 'NOOb TC bO
T ALL. WE NEEb OUR FUELWOOb RESOURCE TO HELP US GET INTO THE Clbt CENTURY
A/HEN SOLAR ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES W\LLEE MUCH MORE W\bESPREAb ANb DUR
SOCIETY WILL BE TRULV ENERGY CONSERVING.
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T'0LLDW1N6 GRA?HlC6 I)\SPVAV T'NO CONlPv^S-T'I^G
,
BOT '='QU^LL'^
rU^H^Eo. ONE “EHOWS OUK fOELWDoD KtSOuRCE GK^IjU^LLV l)E?LETEl) The
OTHER WHERE IT \S SAORE AGRESSWCLV USE^b. IN THE LATTER CASE WE V\A>V
?.E SETTING OORSELVES 0? TO ABUSE OU(S FORESTS ONCE T\TE F'JELWOCb
RESOURCE, AS IT WAS'DEF\NEt) SV ANT\OCH,\S USEli 0?.
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WILL ALWAYS HAVE TREE 6R0WTH AND OUR TIMEER IMbUSTRV WILL 'CON-
TINUE TO FRDDUCE RESIDUES FOR USE AS WOOD ENER6T, BUT AFTER WE t^ARVEST
OUR STANEilNO RiJELVVDOb TREES, THESE RESOURCES ALONE WILLBE UNABLE
^0 [V\EET AN .AORESSWe DEMANlb FDR WOOD ENEFGV.
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'NDD'b HETEE '.N ^WE "^HREE Q.GONTV. lR\-StATE Re^.CiM
3? KA\E)-COMNECT\C.OT RWER VIW.Ll'i 'S ^EEV\T\EUE, E.U'T ‘.T \E LEf>S a)E
W\6m KAVE C.'^^GALLW thoogkt,
RES\\iEMT\M WDOt) E.UKNER'b SHOULt) EsE C.ONSET?Vli THElE. EUELWCOi
WHEN EOSSlfeLE EiV E)URN\NG ONLV EULLV EEAf>OMEb Lu^WoCb DREVU‘)\Mt
EFE\CIENT (^Nt) LESE ?OL\.OT\N6) WOOb ENieRGN ^PPH^NCEE SUCH AE
CENTRAEllEb FURNACES DR bOlLERS, TO MENT\ON DNL'y TWO ExAKaPEES.
THE RESULT Of CAREFUL FOREST tV\AKl/\&EMENT WIUUEE AN E\1V\R0N-
N\ENTALUV SECURE^ VJPORADEb FOREST STANb W\TH INAFRDVEb T\ME>ER
Potential AN\:i sofFic\ENT wOQb enerov RESOURCES, it wiselv usEb.
- J

